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'ROUND THE CLOCK: For the first time in 
, 
recent history, freshmen females living in Bethune Hall are 
reaping lhe benefits of 24·hour visitations· unlike their 
arts in the Tubman Quadrangle. A2. 
A.D. / J.D: Howard's athletic 
program may take a different look 
under its new director. B6. 
WASHING OUT: A trip 
down the hall to- wash clothes has 
become a minor ex~sion as new 
~....s washers and drawers ar' installed in 
••• II' ......... William all ' . 'd h II A2 Moalriei.1111, un1vers1ty res1 ence_ a s. . 
CLAIRE'S TEACHING: Howard alumna 
Phylicia Rashpd will teach a masters class in the College 
of Fine Arts this November. Bl. 
• 
. ' . • 
THE ENERGIZER: sex and athletics may b~ 
related. 87. , 
ILUBERA'L EDUCATION: A conservative 
Republican's view on black protest is one- blacks can do 
without. 82. 
ON COMMENTARY: "The Jungle Fever 
audience was left in diSarray," s~id Arts and Sciences 
Student C.Ouncil President Julius Bailey. A5. 
' . . 
MO' MONEY: Howard Engineering students 
• 
finishing in four years stand to make more than $40,000 a 
year rigJit upon graduation. A7. 
l's ·T+w' ·-
,,.,,..,.mi. et' .. ;.11 
I 
EDITORIAL: 
· .Thomas should not 
Supreme Court. A4. 
Clarence 
siJ on the 
I 
SILENCE BRO~EN: 
Radio, Television and Film 
professor Dr. Ron Simmons is 
featured in a -documentar~ about 
black male homosexuality. Bl . 
COMING NEXT WEEK IN THE HILLTOP: 
MISTREATMENT: A rally at the united 
Nations this month will focus on the conditions facing 
Haitian workers in the Dominican Republic .. 
INl>EX 
Campus 
Campus Plus 
Tempo 
Books 
Comics 
Business and Finance 
Commentary 
Editorial 
Sports 
Hilltopics 
' 
A2 
A3 
Bl 
B2 
BS 
A9 
A5 
A4 
B6 · 
BlO 
At the close ot business Wednesday, there 
were 2, 188 undergraduate and 675 graduate 
atudenta atlll not validated. 
QUOTE OF THE WEEK 
"Speak your truth quietly and clearly; and 
listen to others, even the dull and 
ignorant; they too have their story. " 
.. 
• 
··DESIDERATA 
Author unknown 
• 
Jenifer appointments .reflect 11ew era 
' 
By Regino M. Mack 
Hiiitop Staff 1Wrlter 
With the recent 
,appointment of an 
interim vice-president 
of Business and 
Fiscal ~ Affairs, 
President Jenifer's 
Cabinet is beginning 
to take a look of its 
' 
. . 
KING 
own. Bernard Jarvis, former assistant vice-
president for financial management was 
chosen last month to fill the position held 
by Melvin Jones, who left the univer.sity 
earlier this summer. 
Out of the seven current members of the 
Jenifer Cabinet the on1y two remaining 
from former President Dr. James E. 
Cheek 's Cabinet are Dr. Constance Rotan, 
vice-president for Administration and Dr . 
Russell Miller, vice·president for Health 
Affairs. 
In a recent statement Jenifer termed both 
Rotan and Miller a''invaluable sources of 
institutional history for my administration." 1 
' 
Several Adn1inistrative CJia11ges were 
made in tl1e now 17 sc/100/s a11d colleges. 
See related story pg. A 
However , 'as '' Howard 2000'' takes 
effect , Jenifer's administrative changes 
reflect a new era in the history of the 
university, which dates back 125 years . 
Several administrative changes have 
served to increase the lines of 
co mmu.nication am ong stu~
administrators. 
One such change was the shift of the 
• 
JARVIS SMITH 
• 
vice-president for Health Affairs to a 
senior vice-presidential posit.ion. As a 
senior official Dr. Miller's department will 
handle student health services, the 
university hospital, the colleges of 
dentistry, medicine, pharmacy and 
pharf!lacal science, nursing, and allied 
health science. Also in his division. are the 
Institutes of Chjld Development and 
Family Life and Health Policy Research. 
After several attempts for an interview by 
THE HILLTOP, Dr. Miller could not be 
reached. 
''We are able to anticipate problems and 
develop an appreciation for other units in 
the Cabinet,'' Dr. Rotan said. 
Rotan oversees Human Res9urces and 
Physical Facilities that irnpac~ on Fiscal 
and Student Affairs when the 
administration was planning the new 
building project in Bethune parking lot. 
The university is in the process of 
appointing a permanent staff member to 
replace former vice-president, Melvin 
Jones. The president ' s offtee is planning 
to announce a decision within the next few 
days after an indepth national search. 
Two of the vice-presidents who have 
just completed their first terms in office are 
' 
FAVORS MILLER LADNER ROTAN 
' Dr . Steve Favors, vice-president for Advancement will have two additional 
Student Affairs and Or. Joyce Ladner , offices to support their current functions. 
vice-president for Academic Affairs. These offices · include the office for 
''I am impressCd with Jenifer ' s Research and Records and Corporate 
leadership, He has a broad awareness and Foundation Records. 
sensitivity to student concerris," said Dr. The final member of the !cabinet 
Favors who succeeded Dr. Carl E. includes the General Counsel for the 
Anderson. university and Board of Trustees, Dr. 
Another major change in the university Francis Smith. \ _ 
will be the shifting of financial aid to "My office review contracts; manages 
Favor's office. A new position of associate disputes, pro.vides the Cabinet on legal 
Vice-president for enrollment management perspectives regarding policies and 
was sent up to enhance coordination procedures, and deals with uming for new 
between admissions, financial aid and building constructions. We are also 
registration. involv.ed iD the implementation of 'Howard 
''The new people and old Cabinet have 2000' because of its legal ramificatiom, " 
meshed very well together . We are a Smith said. 
congenial group working to solve isspes ..., Smith also stated that the biggest 
that have broad implications !or the · difference from Cheek's to Jenifer's 
university," Dr. L1dner said. Cabinet is that "we meet more and have a 
Dr. Ladner, appointed July 1, 1990, fullunderstandingofourmkaiom." 
stressed the need to provide a high-quality "The tru"e ineasure of tbe Cabinet's 
intellectual environment for education . effectiveness lies not in any statement or 
She 31so endorsed outreach efforts by pronouncements that I may make, but .in 
students. Dr. Ladner succeeded .Dr . the performance of its members," President 
Mich~I R. Winston who retired last June. Jenifer said. 
Within the office for Development and All changes from the previous 
University Relations, Dr. Burt King, the organizational structure will be effective 
vice-president for Institutional October l, 1991. 
Student credit :union fails after threeyears 
-
. ' ~ .. ! 
Financial institution cries for help from students, university 
< • 
By Oepelaha R. Thomas 
Hiiitop Slaff Writer 
Howard University Student Credit . 
Union (HUSCU) was served a notice of 
involuntary liquidation by the National 
Credit Union Administration (NCUA), last 
month. The student credit union, fourlded 
three years ago, faces a $27,000 debt. 
The credit union had 260 depositors and 
each account was ins~red for up to. 
$100,000. A spokesperson for lhe NCUA· 
said checks were mailed to all shareholders 
on August 26. 
At the end of 1990, the credit union had 
a net income of $2,207.31 . When th~ 
NCUA came to audit this summer, they 
ruled the HUSCU was not operating under 
profitability capacity. 
Angela Williams, a senior economic. 
major and chairperson of the credit union's 
board of directors, said several of the 
union's investments would have matured 
in December showing a profit at that time. 
One of the reasol)s for failure of the 
union is the lack of student support. Of the 
credit union's assets, valued at more than 
$500,000, only $20,000 of that are student 
shares. 
The union had begun recruiting new 
entrants by Working with the Campus Pals 
and advertising in the freshman rDailcr. 
''We ' re the only black student credit 
union. If the students support ~ more like 
at Georgetown where they have . a 
percentage of all registered students as 
members of their credit union, we can give 
the members what they want. We have 
less than one percent of the student body at 
Howard University," Williams Said. 
Democracy makes 
presence felt . in Africa 
By Endy1 Eame1 
Hiiitop Stall Writer r 
Some say democracy is festering in the 
hearts of all Africans and a democratic 
· movement is well on its way; others say 
that the moves toward democracy are 
slight. 
1 Kamal Kbarchi of the Algerian Embassy 
, in Washington D.C., and Coenraad H. 
Sayman the Third Secretary of the South 
African Embassy offer their opinions iD 
discussions on the pursuit of democracy in 
Africa. 
.. Africans throughout the continent aeek 
1 better future. We have oeen l"'lt rewords 
for our effor1S in punulna democracy; for 
example, in 1989, Algeria began a multi· 
party system, we were aivcn control over 
the natural resources, and the right to 
question authority," Kbarchi said. 
While democracy in AfriCa ia cloae at 
band a series of economic and political 
reforms must be implemented, ICtCOlllin& to 
' 
Kharcbi. 
"You cannot have political freedom 
wit~out economic s1ability. We must 
improve basic necessities, like freding ~ 
people before any real change will occur. 
Right now, politicians don't have the 
means to mate a lot of changes," Kharchi 
said. · 
Africa's move toward democracy began 
before that of Eastern Ewope, but it hu 
been do-wnplaycd by the media and oociety. 
Dtmocracy is not a new idea. It is in the 
hearts of everyone," ICharchi said. 
' 
Sayman, of the South African Embuoy, 
on the other bond, conteocb th1t AfriCI ii 
still far from 1 multicultural democracy. 
"The ldel of democracy in Africa ii ID 
exception, not a rule," Sayman uid. 
II) 'the history of th~ Africa11 contillen~ 
democracy bu not aucceeded • with only 
few exoeptiona. Mmt puts of the continent 
Ire marred by 0De party l)'llellll, COU]ll llld 
late oven, ICCOnliDa to Sayman • 
' "' 
' 
• 
< 
Credit union board members are l..Oans this semester. 
developing a proposal to reoj)en. Manager Michelle Royster, junior accounting 
Wesley Queen sai·d the plan will call for major and treasurer for the union, said 
the univerSity and at least • 20 othef "The university has to rea!ize that the 
financial supporters to invest more moncY credj1 union has been in operation for only 
in the credi-t union. Queen expects to three years. 
secure $1 million in financial 1''Wheo you have student volunteers ii is 
commitments. I - . even harder to have a sound operation 
Raymond Archer, dean of student because you have different people all the 
activities said "The uoiversity will time. This year's board realizes some of 
. . ' 
undoubtedly measure the usefulness of the the major problems and we are p1epared lo 
credit union to the students before deciding expand !he crtdit union." 
how much to invest The obvious lack of William s · is optimistic .about the 
student support could have an impact on reopening of 1he credit union. 
their decision." ''If we can just prove to them that they 
Archer also feels that the credit union just came in at a bad time--cverything· 
has not made any money because it has not would have resolved itself at the end of the 
made any loans, which are the livelihood year and our bottom l~ne would have 
of m&ny Credit unions. The credit union looked very good1'' she said. 
was to start issui_ng Guaranteed Student 
E-wn•n dllcU11lng Ille 1llplc of rnMt i.J1111u-. Octavia St Lllnnl - a llttte 
- Dll: i·m not looking for onythlng. I think Ill men ... dog•. All al tl1om .,. beri<lng 
atone time or anott1r,· n IWJ8. 
Soundl .. a typail Mtwtern1nt ..:9J)t for one 1hlng: The provocdY9 MaJ, L.....m ta • 
llt.N (W Mo.re phatD). f-..d In J1nnl1 LM.-.g110n'I doaffTllllUWY ,.. 18 8&"'*'0, 
Lllnnt II one d """Y homa111!1.t1b h-111Q to be a 11g1nd It the bll. ''er' on 81. 
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students look on from the outside of the President's Welcomefest at Greene Stadium. 
• I 
Upperclassmen discouraged 
• 
by president's WelcomeFest 
By Allyll Davie 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
to be held on the west campus and 
wufree. 
Junior Komeka Freeman said she 
attended because had a 
complimentary ticket. 
.. If we can pay SS to go to tJ\e Ritz 
to see the same old faces, we c~ pay 
SS to come to a Howatd 'function," 
Strachan said . 
• 
.. The SS ticket · fee ,,. was 
' 
··~ '· 
• • 
Freshn1en housing 
brings new changes 
24 hour vialtatlon, mandatory meal plan 
By Tyyo N. Tumor 
Hilltop Stan Writer 
When Junior Tanya Bryant learned 
she would be moved from Bethune 
Hall to Slowe· Hall because on-
campus space needed for freshmen 
women, she was not only 
disappointed, but she also wa1 
inconvenienced. 
.. I didn't receive notification until 
Aug. 1 that my dorm assignment had 
been changed. By that time, I'd 
0 
bought things for my room, like 
curtains that don't fit the windows in 
Slowe," Byrant said. 
Bryant was just one of many 
upperclassmen women moved from 
Bethune. According to William 
Keene, dean of Residence Life, 
upperclassmen in Bethune were 
moved because the administration 
wanted to house as many freshmen on ~ 
campus as possible. 
.. There were about 94 freshmen 
women who didn't have housing. and 
most of those were put into BethUne 
as cancellations were made when 
people didn't pay the housing deposit 
to reserve their space;" Keaie said. 
- . 
bours"of 2 pm to 11 pm seven day• 1 cookina in the dorms ~nd increa1e 
week. safety since· studeutl will not hove to 
Some upperclassmen in Bethune ao olf-campua to eat. 
are not pleued with freshman being Sherri Simpson, a freshman 
there. · JllajOrina in chemistry. aareed with 
Jennifer Tucker, a junior majoring ,K.e•pe. · 
In accountina said. ..It is not fair to .. , think the plan ia a aood idea. 
the other freshmen in the quad that because the meal1 ue nutritious. 0 I 
they (freshman Bethune residents) also think it will help a lot of 
recei\re 24 hour visitation, but I am freshmen bud1et their money better, 
glad upperclassmen privileges were since we won't be spend.in& so much 
DOI taken away." money on food." SimPI"" said. 
But Valerie MclGnny, a aophomore Acoordina to an utide in che Bison' 
majorin& in aca>unting, does not have Chronicles, a newsletter produced 
a problem with them. jointly by the Howard University 
"If Ibey are. going to be here, !hey Student AlllOCiltion and the Olllce of 
are goin1 to have to accept mature Student Life, the averaae coat per 
reaponsibilities, • McKinny said meal Oii the plan is S2.83. 
Nicole Houston, a freshman Kri1tina Brown, a freshman 
majoring in mathematics, is glad for majorina in international bu1ine11, 
Jbe chance to live in Bethune as a iaid she tbinb the plan is good ideo 
freshman. because ~ menu varies flom day to 
.. I think it ·gives the freshmen living day, and you can ao back for 
in Bethune a chance to 'become seconds.• • 
independent, which may not happen.if Ho.Wever, not all students have 
you have a roommate," Houston ~d. found the plan easy to adjust to. Errol 
This year entering freshmen Tbomu, a freshm•n band member hu 
assigned to Tubman Quadrangle, found the boun the cafeteria operates 
Drew and Bethune hills were required to be inconvenient · 
to participate in a combined .. I have to eat dinner early because 
meal/board plan as a conditiOD ofcheir che time that che cof is open coolli<U 
residence in che dorms. wich bend pnctice. ". 
Keene stated a variety of reuom as In addition, Thomas aaid chat the 
to. why the freshmen were required to food isn't always to bis liking "Since 
participate on the 19-meal-a·week I've been here, I've had some really 
plan. ,. nasty food, some that'• okay, and 
• 
The north end of Greene Memorial 
Stadium was crowded with 
How~rdites sociaiizing, eating and 
listening to music at the President's 
Welcome.fest 
Outside of the stadium, 
• 
upperclassmen who re61sed to pay the 
"People just want to gather around 
and see choir friends. All che food and 
entenainment it not necessary. Even 
though J had a really nice time, I 
would not have paid $5," Freeman 
implemented to ensure Howard 
students' security. It wasn't to 
discourage upperclassmen. With only 
the north end of the stadium to work 
with we did not want to overcrowd 
the area, .. Terrence Samuels, assistant 
director for programs, said. 
However, approximately 24 
students who bad paid their deposit 
were moved from Bethune to Slowe. 
Keene said that a decision on where to 
place the students was not made 
earlier because other options were 
being considered. 
The freshmen housed in Bethune 
have 24 hour visitation just as the 
upperclassmen. However, freshmen 
in the Harriet Tubman Quadral!gle , 
will have the traditional visitation 
.. Having the students on the plan 
assures parents that their children will 
have a place to eat hot, nutritious 
meals," Keene said. 
some that was pretty aood. It just -
depends on what they're aerving." 
$5 c;harge gachered. 
The WelcomeFest replaced the 
annua1 president's picnic, which used 
"d ' 181 • 
But Junior Dereck Strachan said 
the WelcomcFest was worth the $5 . 
' 
HUSA Outreach 
to bridge __ gap 
By Kimberly Martin 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
take on Souch Carolina State College. 
Post·game events will
1 
include 
education booths, children's 
Although the scope of HoWard activities, health care screening, 
University Student Association entertainment and speakers~ 
Community Outreach program is , "For any of our programs to be 
similu to previous yeus, the attitude successful, we have to break down 
and approach toward community some of the stereotypes we (students 
service are not. and District of Columbia residents) 
Under the leadership of this year's· have about each other," Karim said. 
community o~treach director, Talib "The only way to do that is by 
Karim, instead of waitin& for change changing our perceptions through 
to occur in their community, students interacting. Community day gives 
are taking matters into their own students and district residents a 
bands. ch•J\N' to do just that. '"0 
.. This year, instead of givting HUSA's goal for this year is to 
speeches about what we're going to -solicit the support of 1,000 student 
do, we want our actions to spc•k for volunteers to work with its tutorial 
us, .. Karim said. program, peer counseling, border 
HUSA sponsored its kickoff event babies program and pt.her community 
in August during freshmen orientation outreach projects. Ultimately, Karim 
week. The group provided. freshmen said the organization is striving to 
with an opportunity to learn more create a community service course, 
about tourist sites, the metro system which would eventually be required 
and Howard's surrounding for graduation for .all undergraduates. 
community. · A community outreach task force is 
Although the event'• turnout was now working to' draft a proposed 
not u large u initially anticipated, course 'to submit to the University's 
Karim said be expecu che turnout to board of trustee;. 
be 10 times larger at HUSA'a annual .. For too many years, we (Howard 
Community Day. studeots) have been bad neighbors to 
During the 1970s, Community the people who live in' Washington, 
Day was a Howard tradition. Thia D.C. It is about time we become 
year, che Iheme is "A Rd\lrll of Black better neighbors," Karim said. 
Power. Pride, and Soul." Other eveots scheduled for che year 
The event will take place from include a Kwanzaa festival in 
noon to 7 pm op Sept. 21. There will December and a "Community 
be a parade that will end Ii the Greene ·. Beautification Weekend'"· in early 
· Mem~rial Stadium, where)llhe Bison April. 
-
. I 
Signet brings changes 
ByTomarLMk 
Hiiitop Stan Writ0< 
Continuing students with accounts 
at United National Bank returned to 
find chat is bad been defunct. UNB • 
formerly located at 2801 Ooorgia 
Avenue, NW adjacent to tho campua -
W.a1 purchased by Signet Bank in 
J\ilgust. 
• 
The bank is located on "oe-or1I• 
Avenue, the same place a1 UNB. 
Bu~ according to many atudents, the 
name is not the only thing that bu 
changed about the financial 
institution. 
·1 recognize llOlllO mthe omploy-. 
. 
but che atmosphere seema to be much 
more efficient." Daphne Daniels, a 
student in the School of BQ1iness, 
said. 
Changes in the bank include an 
improved automatic teller machine, 
more teller• and more customer 
service representatives. Two 
temporary employ- also were hired 
to answer student concerna. 
A major concern of the upper level 
maaagen of the bank wu whether 
atudents would be wary of a bank chat 
bad an PDllable background, but those 
fean proved to be unfounded. 
"Just look at !he lines (out of che 
door) if you have any queotiona about 
the ba•b," one tempomy employee 
• 
- - , • 'I- . . ... .. ~ ... - .- . 
i 
Keene also hopes to reduce illegal 
Thomas added, .. Considering the 
amount you're paying. I think you get 
your money's worth. .. 
i-----:=::::====::::::::::::::::~--- -Moms and· 
1m:wt«y • 
• . . . .. 
• • • . . . , ' 
( .. 
~irll ~o ;v,)~i;'vl,1'\~ 
m~c."O\tres- ,n-~er\~~~ - i dads favor __ "' ------ .~-~-- _...,,_ I 
~"(' 50 c:e~ A lo~ 1 I'\\ 
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ers al>sent from dorms 
I 
Old contract expires as technology takes cleaning a step further 
By Ertko Qravott 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
I 
' 
Due to the renovations of laundry 
facilities in all campus dormitoriea, 
dorm residents are now taking their 
laundry to public Lauodrom1ta. 
Caldwell & Gregory, Inc., the 
university's new laundry vendor, will 
complete the installation of washing 
machines by today, according to 
Margo J. Viclcen, executive usiatant 
to the vice president for business and 
fiscal alfain. 
The search for a new laundry 
vendor began when the contract with 
Salon Wuhen and Drfen expired, 
Vickensaid. 
"The 'rour critical 11eu chat needed 
immediate attention were: laundry 
equipment technoloaY, commitment 
to service, laundry room environment 
and opportunity for · student 
intenction." V1eken Aid. 
c.aldwell & Gregory, Inc., baed In 
Richmond, Va., 1pecialize1 in 
univeralty l••""'Y oervice chmuahout 
' 
• 
the Mid Atlantic region. Tbe new 
residential laundry service features 
I • • - .. _. 
Maytag compuJerized washen and 
dryers and a Red Carpet Service 
Program, which includes a 24·bour 
service response, preventive 
maintenance, an immediate refund 
poli~y and a permanent technician. 
Additionally, the number of machines 
will increue from 1S7 to more than · 
200. 
Ocher features of the new laundry 
rooms are better venting, new 
lighling, fresh pa,nt, tile flo'ors, 
foldins t1ble1 and aeat1. All 
• renovations will be conducted by a 
minority-own.Id firm. 
.. Aa a univer1ity requiroment, 
Caldwell It Gregory bu e<lntracted · 
'with a mlnorlty·owned firm to 
coaduct theoe and futwe renovotlom," 
Vlcken said. 
Because of extonsive plumbina, 
ventlq and electrlcol work noqulred, 
all dormitory laundry rooms have 
been doled. 
, 
--
.. We regret tbe temporary 
inconvenience, but we ue confidClll 
that the new equipment and · 
renovations will provide students ,wich 
a substantial improvement in their 
laundry aervice, • Vicken aid. 
Meanwhile, students have aone to 
public Laundromats and. the Howard 
Plaza Towen to do choir laundry. 
.. I bad to get on the bua with my 
dirty cloches to ao to a Lawidr~t. 
On top of cha~ I bad to pay Sl.50 to 
wash each load of clothes,• 
Sophomore Anaela Anthony said. 
.. However, I am 1lad that we are 
aett1na new laundry f""1lltiel. I Just 
wish that this pftlCC 11 cOuld have been 
done over tbe·aummer,• the Sutton 
Pim re1klent said. / 
After the laundry facllltle1 ore 
complete, re1ideat1 will be able to 
- for 25 c:eDll and dry for 25 -
durlna • two-day promotion. After 
that, It wD1 be 75 c:eD11 to wuh and 75 
001111 to dry a lood of clothes 
• 
association 
I ~ By Rljllna M. MICk Hil~ Stall Writ11 The ·orientatiOn for parents of 
fresbDien had a diffe~ent twist this 
year. lnsteod of thrifty amounts of 
greeting•, pampble~a and care-
packaae procedures, · 85 percent of 
parent& voted to suppcirt the puipooed 
Howard University Parent 
·---~-~ ' ~UIUOD. . '< • 
AllisoD Stroud, a .,..iuate llUdent 
in the School of Bu1ine11 and 
employee of the Enrollment 
Manaaement Office, developed a 
questionnaire to ult -II haw they 
felt about a parea1 ..iciatioa. 
' Stroud heliev• that Howard need.I 
to estoblial! a pamit aupport system 
becauac "10veral pmata feel Clll off 
from tbe univenity after droppina~ 
their child off' II che the bqpnaing of 
the semester. 
Stroud hopes tbe Parent 
A•sodation will operato1u a IOUrce 
for fundraising, student recruitment 
and career development. As 
, -
members, parents could a11i1t 
gradua,ina students to network 
outside of college u well u ta1lt to 
parents of proopective students lbout 
che educational opportunities Howard 
bas to offer. 
Leroy Sampson, a' resident of 
Stone Mountaia, Oa. wllo bu two 
S011J 11tending H...,anl this year, is in 
favor of the ~·sl. 
"It is obtolutely impentive that a 
black inatitutioa havo parental 
lavolvement to keep the unlvenity 
g~at for 1enention1 to come,• be 
said 
Stroud emphasized that parent 
pals, paront locturen, a aowalotter, 
and a *Parent of tho Year" award 
banquet could combat regional 
barrlen and foater unity within the 
orpnizvjoo. . . 
"I bear a 1111111 cry among loll of 
punt for Ml)lllOrt" said Joe Keyl, a 
parent from Los Aqeloa. 'Man7 
parent& share common uperlen ... 
when a c:Mld sa•• ... ,-'° colles .• 
Stroud ii plaantn1 lo pn111t the 
111rvey re1ult1 to allow there 11 u 
illtea 1 It '"Wll punts to i*itid111ta 
oa a area tor level. However, 
currently, there 11 ao, ln-ho11ae 
u-1atloa or propoood btldget by 
• 
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Health center encourages 
• • 
students to stay in class 
liar Lawwll 8lanof11rd 
1Hllltap llllill WI llw 
The Univeralty Stu4ent Health 
Center wilJ focul OD bepina llludeata 
in the d•11room inatqd of the bttkb 
center, oflld•l• uid,. de1pite cad'ti'*' 
In medical aod clerical penonnel . 
"Eve!')'thina we do In the health 
center coetrlbute1 to keepina llludenll 
out of the health center and In the 
claasroom, •' Col. McLain Garrett, 
wu one of tho reaaon1 the health 
crutn suffered IDIDe prenonnet IOla,'' 
Oarrett•id 
The center currently baa two 
dodora, but r!!!c!•l1 119 bopiq to llll 
oome of the vacant posldooa by late 
Se;tomber. Until then, aome lludeull 
will be referred to the Howard 
Ualvenicy Holpi~ 
Compared with 14 other college 
health centers, Howard'• center sees 
j1llt u many or more lllude•ll, Garrett 
Health Center, emphulzed an open 
door policy. They uld lludeull lhould 
feel free ID come In, talk to them aod 
voice any conc:ema. 
"Health care· is a team effort,'' 
Garrett Mid. "It ii the llllldenll' ript 
to aet health care •I the health 
center.•• 
J director of the health cealel, Mid Mid <1 , 
Studenll complain !he moll about 
the amount of dme spent waitln& to 
... a doctor or nune. Garrett Mid lhlt 
llludeDll are not tumed away, "but if 
2S llludentl walk In within 10 mlnutea 
of each other someone 11 1oin1 to 
have to wait.•' 
• 
• • 
Accordlna to Garren, the lhldent 
health center 1011 1ix medical 
poaltlons, which loclude three dodora, 
a none practlllooer aod a re&lllered 
nune. Tbe center allO ellmiftlted two 
clerical politloaL 
Total vllill to the center Jut year 
eueeded 49,000, which repre1eat1 a 
areal effort on the part of the 
mrwtmna .,.,, c::omiderlna the Jou of 
"' many impollant mff memhen, the 
beohh director Mid. 
Hoon have been exteoded to try to 
accommodate llludenla. 
"The early retirement plan 
Implemented by Howard Unlvenlty 
Garrett and Dorothy Prlnale, 
oupervialna none for the Unlvenlty . 
But after the health center i1 
doled, llludentl may go to any of the 
three exterDI lhlt live In Frazier Hall, 
Meridian Hill or Sutton Plaza. 
• 
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Unlverelty Health Center Director Col. Mclain Garrett lost six mtf membere this year, In spite 
of the Increased number of visit• by atudenta. 
However, the extems ar~ medical 
llludenll, DOI pbysiciaoa. ~ 
The University Healt Center 
provides! • 
An allergy cli~iel and an 
orthopedic clinic. S1ud0a11 tiring their 
medicatfom to the allergy tiinic and 
injectlom are given by si>ecialisW The 
' orthopedic clinic is open TueSday 
mominas and Thursday aftemoons. 
Birth control cluse1 and physical 
exams have been temporarily 
discontinued, but health center 
educaton and administrators hope to 
resume these services around late 
September. Until then, Howard will 
honor student's prescriptions at 
red•Jeed prices. The wonien's clinic ii 
localed at 510 College Ser..L 
A blood pre11ure clinic and • 
pharmacy are alao available. The 
pharmacy i1 located_ at 510 Collep 
Street next to the women'• clinic. 
There are two ph1rmaci1t1 and the 
pharmacy ia open from 8:30 LID. to 6 
p.m. All medicine ia free except a few 
inhalers and medication that the 
pharmacy doel DOI Slock 
. sthdent I 
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t\ \ 'E l{AGE \ 'ISITS PER STUDENT 
• The art of Africa is changing. It's 
showing a new face tliat's fresh 
. and exciting and as bold, 
vibrant afid daring as its tra-
ditional counterpart ATuT 
is proud to introduce 
"(;;@1itemporary African 
Artists: ChangingTradi· 
tion," an exhibition of 
paintings, sculptures, 
collages, prints,,11nd mixed· 
media works by African artists 
living and working in Africa today 
. . 
Visit Washington Project for 
the Arts and experience this im· . 
portant exhibition. Another example 
of AT&Ts 50-year commitment 
to the ar1s . 
• 
, Your African heritage is rich with a 
legacy of art that has enlightened, cha!· 
lenged and transformed many. At AThT, we 
strive 10 follow in that tradition of enrich-
ing lives, whether it's introducing ideas 
and technology with the power to 
transform daily life or helping to unveil 
the new face of Afrirnn art. 
I 
I 
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Verdict on Xhomas 1 
, I 
. . 
The nomination of U.S. Appellate Court Judge Clarence 
Thomas to fill the vacant Supreme Court seat of retired 
Justice Thurgpod Marshall has forced blacks into a 
quandary: .Should our political leaders represent us 
descriptively or substantively? 
If descriptive representation is what blacks need. then 
any black jurist, conservative.or liberal, would suffice to 
fill the scat. However, if we need a jurist who wi'll 
advance a progressive agenda that offers redress for a 
hislory of oppression as well as ensures equal opportunity 
in the future, then Clarence Thomas is not our man. · 
There is no doubt that Clarence Thomas has overcome 
great obstacles to reach great hc~ghts. In man~ ways he 
represents some of the very best in American society: 
advancement through hard work and education, upward 
mobility from, disadvantaged beginnings and progression 
based on merit and nol on race. , 
{His story is inspiring not only to blacks, but to any 
American nol born into primogeniture and privilege. 
Descriptively, Clarence Thomas represents the experience, 
plight and struggle of African-Americans. Substantively, 
his agenda is too far ahead of the pressing needs of blacks 
and other disadvantaged minorities, including women. 
Substantiv~ly, Clarence Thomas has proven a foe of 
group rectification of past injustices that recommend race-
conscious solutions and an advocate of interpreting the 
Cons1i1ution in a color-blind fashion. ·He is also suspected 
of being pro-life and in favor of criminalities abortion. 
Thomas was critical of the ·Supreme Court ruling in 
Griswold v. Connecticut, that establ tshed the right of 
married couples to use contraceptives. He also publicly 
praised an article in a conservative journal that called for 
the overruling of Roe v. Wade, the 1973 Supreme Court 
ruling that secured a woman's right to have an aborti~n . 
Thomas' views flow, however incongruently, from his 
own pc™?nal experiences: Though the recipient of race-
ba~ecl ~ dmission s at Holy Cross 8!Jd Yale Law .School, he 
v1e\ acc-ba.._~d remedies as only worsening the plight 0 1f 
African-Americans; though a victim of racism due to his 
color and not l1i s person, he favors individual restitution 
for discriminatio11, not group restitution; though chosen to 
fill the black q1.?0ta t>n the Supreme Court, he is against 
quotas; though his-experience in government, particularly 
with the Reagan and Bus~ administration, has been 
relegated to positions that deal with race (in spite of his 
training in energy; taxation and regulatory matters), he 
adheres to the OOlicf that the Constitution should be viewed 
in a color-blind fashion: though beir.g mentored and 
• • 
sponsored by Senator John C. Danforth (R-MO), he 
emphasizes black se.lf-help. l- r 
What he fails to grasp is that there arc blacks who are 
no less talented and ambitious than he-who, mbrely 
because they are b11¢k will not be able to achieve w~al he 
has achieved. The /act that he made it through the system 
is not the rule in American societ,Y. it is the exception1 
The judicial phtlosophy that ~omas holds do~s not 
. have an accurate view of the obstacles placed in fr?nt of 
minorities, women and the elderly . He feel ' that 
government must play less of a role in correcting past 
injustices and that .race-conscious solutions are nbt .the 
answer to our problems. He has said that he does not see 
how government can be compassionate. I 
He must understand that government m~st be 
compassionate, that government must recogni~e the 
different experiences of minorities in America and that 
government must provide for opportunities to be aJailable 
to all Americans, not merely privileged Americans. J 
He must realize that minorities are victimized 
systematically and categorically, not individually./ If his 
judicial philosophy is to ever be appropriate, hie must 
redress past discriminations as much as possible a11d place 
all Americans on equal fooling. 
As much as he would like to believe that hard wprk and 
perseverance are enough to overcome the obstacle yf being 
black in America, these are not enough. The judiciary 
must provide support where society might fail . J 
Descriptive versus substantive representation? €Iarence 
Thomas is black and his expCriencgS mirrdr those 
disadvantaged Americans who have worked ~'ard and 
reached the pinnacle of their professions. 
However, his views on the Supreme Court would not 
allow future disadvantaged minorities to reach the heights 
he has. In the face of eroding opportunities for minorities 
and tenuous race relations throughout the U.S. w~ need a 
jurist who thinks like us, not one who merely look~ like us. 
We need a jurist whose vision is tempered not by how 
America might be, but one sees America as it has been and 
how it stands today. We need a jurist on the Supreme 
Court to advance a progressive agenda that acknowledges 
the history of denial in this country, our country. 1 
Clarence Thomas is not that jurist. The Editorial "8oard 
of THE HILLTOP calls for the United States Senate to 
reject the nomination of Clarence Thomas to the Supreme 
Court, and we ask the Howard community to lobby the 
Senate, both individually and collcctiveJy, to reject 
Thomas' nomination. 
Welcome Home 
• 
The staff of THE HILLTOP, THE HILLTOP Board and 
THE ·HILLTOP Editorial Board would like to welcome 
everyone back to Howard University after what we hope 
was a restful and relaxing summer break. We would 
particularly like to welcome the newest members of the 
Howard University community-the Cliiss of 1995. 
With the beginning of this new academic year each one 
o~ ~sis given an opportunity to start anew-to work harder 
than we have before, to learn more than we have before 
and to be more1han we have ever been before. . 
Much like the start of a new calendar year, we can and 
should resolve to make this year the year thlt comes 
together just u we bad planned. 
The Howard that we are returning to this fall is not the 
same one we left last spring. Dr. Franklyn Jenifer bas 
begun to implement certain segments of 11Howard 2000" 
that will have a far·reaching impact on the immediate as 
well u disunt future of tbil university 
Early retirement by faculty and staff have left the 
university slightly understaffed, but much leaner for the 
tasks ahead of them. The Howard University Student 
Organization (,HUSA), the Undergraduate Student 
Assem~ly (UGSA), student trustees and the various school 
student councils have worked hard during the summer to 
put together exciting agendas for the year apcad. The new 
year and new programs invite us to parlicipate and to 
• • become deeply involved in the life of this university. 
for the Class of 1995, you above all must take part in the 
university that you will one day come to lead. Many 
people have come from various places to this ''HILLTOP'' 
in Washington, D.C. bringing with them many impressions 
of what the ''Mecca'' is. 
Now that you are. a part of this community remember 
that the person you arc serves to create impressions about 
our uniyersity in all the people that you will meet. You 
have become H~ward University and your actions reflect 
as much upon us as they do upon yourself. . 
Howard University is a very special place. and-as you 
·become more involved you will become more aware of 
this. The people that make up this university community 
come from a wide range of backgrounds, c-1.lturcs and 
experiences. Get to know this university Ind use the 
resources it off en at your disposal. Get to .know your 
cl~mates and together create opportunities for yourself 
and for your people. 
Welcome home. For the next year this will be home for 
many of us; it will be where we work and play, where we 
sleep and pray. It will be a pl8"0 where we tind Jove u 
well as give iL For the next year, and probably the next 
severs! years, this will be the place where we Jive our lives. 
Go ahead and make the most of it, your life deservds that 
much. 
• 
Treat · 'em right • . . 
• 
Wai th some of the timeless traditions at Howard itself a source of daily contempt: secre1aries who do not 
University, it would be good if, along with thC look up at you when you enter their office; receptionists 
implementation of ''Howard 2000'' a new tradition be who keep you on hold for inordinate lengths of time; 
instituted at Howard: A tradition of treating students not as administrators who are indifferent towards your plight, in 
inconveniences for four years. but during those four years, spite of the fact that their department helped to cre?te the 
treating them as potential alumni contributors that they problem. It is amazing how different students' attitudes 
may be for the remainder of their lives." ·· , would be if there were fewer attitudes in the administration 
Four years in the span of a lifetime is not very much building. 
time. That being the case, the administration of Howard Alumni should play a vital role in any university. They 
University ought to concentrate more on endearing should act as personal resources to students as well as 
students to itself than on estranging them which seems to financial resources for the university. 
. be happening year after year. · Wiih more than 60 per cent of its budget funded by the 
How hard would it be to make sure that people receive federal government, Howard needs to improve its alumni 
the housing assignments that they won in the lottery the contributions. Howard cannot do that with people who 
prevjous spring? Is it too m~.!9, aak that financial aid have already graduated from the university, its only 
paper~ 'are processed-.in time for · fall and spring recourse is to treat those students who are already here in 
registralion? Why can't financial aid notices be sent out in such a manner that commands respect and not fesentmcnt. 
time for students and their parents to know what their The university must begin to look at students not u 
packages look like, so th~t appropriate adjustments can be mere students, but as future alumni who Will reflect 
made? positively on their years here at Howard and who are 
Notwithstanding the bi_g snafu that the uru"Vcrsity makes, willina to give their tinle and resources back to this 
the daily co11 1 .. f"f: bety."e\D students and administrators is institution. 
I. 
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A letter from the Editor-in-Chief 
Normally this spot is reserved for readen like yourself 
to respond to items which have been published in previous 
issues of THE HIUTOP. But, since this is the first regular 
• issue of THE HILLTOP, I decided. to ta}c.c this space to say 
a few words of welcome to you. our readers. 
It will be rare that you will hear from me this year· in 
this type of forum. But, I felt it was important that I ~t the 
tone for this, our 15th year of publication. As our 
nameplate indicates on the front Rage, this is the Volume 
75 of THE HILLTOP . 
,. 
the mind-set that we are the largest black or the \>est black. 
Instead, we believe we are '' the best'' newspaper. After 
all, here at Howard; we produce only ihe best. 
This year, we have added several new features to THE 
HILLTOP. We are re · introducing a section of THE 
HILLTOP which used to run in the early 1980, Business 
and Finance, which is dedicated to focusing on What we as 
people of African descent can do if we pool our ~esources. 
Every other week, we will feature in this section, a 
Howard student who has launched out in the business 
arena as an entrepreneur. Also, as you will see in our next 
issue, the previous Local and National pages have been 
combined to bring you a more substJntive look at issues 
both on a local and nationwide front that affect black 
college students and blacks in generht . , 
This means we have been bringing you the news every 
Friday for three quarters.of a century. As we celebrate our 
diamond anniversary this year, we hope .to take THE 
HILLTOP to another level of excellence. Next week, we 
will sec our brother, Clarence Thomas, sit before a 
committee of the Senate as a nominee for a seat on the 
Supreme Court. 
On the international front, we are seeing the Soviet 
Union change as a new form of ·government takes effect 
there. In South Africa, sanctions have been lifted as a form 
of government which has oppressed our brothers and 
sisters in that country slowly changCs. 
You will notice, on the front pdge, we are introducing 
this year, a HJU TOP HIGHLIGHTS box which gives you 
a ca~suled look at what's in this week's paper and clues 
you to some key stories in this edition. _ 
For two weeks; this year's Hilltop staff, ~hich I call, 
''The Winning Team'' has been me~ting and diligent·ly 
prepariftg for this new school year. We .have evaluated 
previous years of THE HILLTOP and. loo'ked at how we 
can improve. While we have identified several areas, 
there may be some that fou feel we have missed. I solicit 
y'our comments, concerns or suggestions as we strive to be 
the nation's best newspaper. 
By the way, you will notice that we have removed the 
phrase ''The Nation 's Largest Black Collegiate 
Newspaper'' fr~m our nameplate and all material rela!ed to 
this publication. This is ~ur "first st~p t~ward changing 
~ 
We Welcome Your Letters and Comments 
' 
Finally, in an effor! to spotllgh! and encourage reading 
of various literary works by and about blacks, we arc 
intro.ducing a BOOKS page. And. our graphic artists 
have produced a page of comics. all by Howard University 
students. 
In the coming weeks. ) ' OU will see the return of our 
SPEAKOUT column and the introduction of the alumni 
spotlight story and a communit)' outreach profile. 
On behalf of THE HILLTOP staff, I would like to once 
again welcome you to the new and improved HIUTOP, a 
Jioward institution for more than 70 years ! ~ 4 
Happy Reading !!!! 
George J?ani:ls, I I 
• 
THE HILLTOP welcomes your views on any public issue. Faculty~ admi nistrators. staff. students and 
alumni are encouraged, to share their original ideas and opinions. · . , -
We publish only-material addressed to us. We routinely edit letters for space and correct errors of style, 
spelling and punctuation. Letters as well 8$ commentaries must be typed and signed. complete with fuJI address and 
telephone number. . 
The opinions expressed on.the Editoriill Page of THE HILLTOP are solely the views of ihe Editori81 Board, 
and do not neccessarily relfcct the opin.ions of Howard University, its administration,' THE HILCTOP Board·or the 
students. 
Please address letters and comments to: 
, 
Editorial Editor 
THE HILLTOP 
2251 S~ennan Avenue, N\V 
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A New Howard 
Curriculum 
D. M1lcolm C.raon 
With the publication and rise to the 
best-seller list of Dinesh D'Souza's 
Illiberal Education (which includes a 
chapter on protest and Afrocentrism at 
Howard), the question of multicultural 
and Afrocentric education has once 
' 
again pressed to the front of the 
national agenda. Howard University 
should take an active and meaningful 
role in shap ing the terms of the 
debate. 
As a graduate of Howard 
University who has spenl four years 
immersed in the Howard experience, I 
can look b~ck appreciatively, but also 
critically, at the content of my 
experiences. Although I have gained 
much of the knowledge and skills 
which I feel I will need in my life, the 
educational progr3m at Howard 
lacked the kind of coherence and 
direction which would have served 
me better, I would like, then, to offer 
some suggestions as a contribution to 
the discussion of education at 
Howard. 
There shou ld be . three core 
objectives of every HowarCI 
education: (1) a solid and thorough 
grounding in the history and culture 
' ' of African and African-American 
people; (2) critical and analytical 
'skills 10 enable students to effectively 
think for themselves; and (3) the 
knowledge and skills necesSary for 
success in our respective fields of 
endeavor. l 
The current curriculum fails to 
ensure that all Howard students will 
gain the aforementioned knowledge 
.and skills before gradu8tion, even 
despite the new Afro-American 
Studies requirement ·and recent 
curriculum changes suggested by the 
Task Force on Afrocentrism. A 
revolutionary change is needed. 
A mandatory core curriculum in 
the history and the culture of African 
and African-American people should 
be instituted, enrolling ev.ery 
freshman and sophomore at Howard. 
The sequence would be four 
semesters long and draw upon the 
resources of the cnfire univCrsity. 
-Each of the semesters would 
explore in:depth the history, 
philosophy, religion, science, art, 
literature and politics of black life 
during four different time-frames: (1') 
the classical and traditional African 
r1ivilizations such as Ethiopia, Kemet 
(Egypt), Ghana, Mali, Songhay, the 
Dogan and the Akan; (2) the period 
of slavery in North and Soulh 
America and the Caribbean; (3) the 
development of the history and 
culture of African-Americans in the 
post-~lavcry period; and (4) the civil 
rights and black liberation movements· 
of the 1960s and issues in the 
contemporary black community. 
Each of these courses should ·carry 
six credits so that proper lime be · 
~evoted to lectures, discussions, films, 
extensive outside reading 
assignments, field trips and lengthy, 
critically analytical papers. Because 
these c;:ourses would confront issues in 
philosophy, history, science, 
literature, art and the social sciences, 
• 
most of the current general education 
requirements would be covered 
With this grounding in the first two 
years, Howard students could then be 
free to pursue their individual subjects 
of study with the. essential background 
of a firm knowledge of self, 
concentrate on and master those · 
fields . Only then could Howard 
provide an example to the nat~ of a 
true Afrocentric education. , 
The wri1er is presently a11e11ding 
Stanford law School. 
I 
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Horry Whlto Jr. 
In these d;ys of uncertainty and 
crisis, each and every one of us 
experiences the paraly~ing effects of 
fear. Fear is an emotion that is deeply 
embedded in our lives. . 
Doubt, anxiety and fear of the 
unknown haunt our lives like a 
nagging hound of hell . If we look at 
the signs of the times, we have 
justifiable reason to be scared. And if 
the truth be known, every one of us is 
scared of something. 
The events of our daily lives give 
validity to the argument that we have 
reason to be scared. We are 
concerned about rising tuition costs, 
our personal relationships and the 
welfare of our families and loved 
ones. We are concerned about the 
plummeting state of black America, 
about the ability to make ends meet as 
our country slides into an economic 
abyss and our personal safety in a 
world crazed with violence. 
Our concerns are international also: 
U.S. military involvement abroad, the 
struggle for freedom in South Africa · 
and the threat of, America losing 
Martin Luther 
King said, "The 
ultimate.measure 
o( a man is not 
where he stands 
in times of 
comfort and 
conv.enience but 
where he stands 
in titnes of 
challenge and of 
controvesy." 
' 
power in the world arena. 
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The purpose of this commentary is 
not to increase the level of fear in our 
lives . However, I believe that we 
must deal properly with the 
frightening events of our world. As 
• Martin Luther King said, «The 
ultimate measure of a mad is not 
where he stands in times o~comfort 
and convenience but where he stands 
in times bf challenge and 
controversy.'' 
We, as black people, are living 
witnesses to the events of human 
history that evoke fear. Crisis and 
turmoil are nothing new to black 
people. However, we as a people, are 
becoming conformed to our 
calamities. We are losing the hope 
and conviction that has brought us 
' , thus far: 
This · cynical outlook on life 
immobilizes our struggle to build that 
beloved black community. Adam 
Clayton Powell charged us to ''Keep 
the Faith'' in one of his most powerful 
scrmuns at Abbysinian Baptist 
Church. Fear is never constructive, it 
I 
• ' 
As 
, 
• 
; 
' 
Fea~ 
is always destructive . Fear will not 
give us the power to get from the 
V
1
allcy to the mountai i:top . If we 
languish in fear and doubt, we lose the 
capacity Ip grow, our vision becomes 
clouded and we kill the inner zeal of 
determination and strength. 
The real problem with fear in our 
lives is that fear refutes faith. Faith 
.has power to transform the gravest 
condition into the inost promising 
paradigm. Faith will take ·us from 
here to there. If we ever seek to fulfill 
ou~ innate potential we must live by 
faith in each other, because we are 
each other' s hope. If we live by faith, 
faith will sustain our struggles and 
lead us into to victory. 
The writer i.s a junior in the School 
of Communications. 
The Hilltop welcomes 
your comments and 
opinions for publication. 
' 
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Yo Spike!! ... Next Time Do FoodFor ou Judge Clarence 
omas? 'The Right Thing · Jullu1 Dion Balley 
• 
I know this commentary may i~ult 
many who deem Spike Lee to be an 
eminence among filmmakers. To 
those of you · whom this 
• 
characterization fits, I do apologize, 
for my intention is to objectively 
' critique a film wh ich has touched a 
sensitive spot in 1he lives of African-
Americans: Interracial relations"hips (I 
guess?). 
My hesitation to acknowledge the 
theme of the movie Jungle Fever 
brings me to my first point: I found ii 
difficult to focus on what precisely 
the theme was. Many claim that 
Jungle Fever was the portrayal of the 
black man ' s manifestation of an 
innate desire to partake of that which 
is socially forbidden to him: a white 
girl . First of all, I was bothered. in 
that no real solutions were attempted 
and the Jungle Fever audience was 
left in disarray . Second, I do hope 
Spike did not intend to "dis., us 
brothers in the mB.nner that became 
\ evident to myself. I ain sure I have 
your attention now, so let me explain: 
Jungle Fever portrayed all men to be 
ove~xed animals who can never be 
satisfied. Spike insinl;Jated that even · 
with a good job, a loving and devoted 
wife and a beaut'iful child, the black 
man still needs to search out for more. 
Jungle Fever, to me, exhibited us 
brothers as ungrateful, unsatisfied 
dogs, especially toward the 
''forbidden .'' Spike basically rewrote 
the Garden of Eden story only to 
"clock dollars." 
Another problem I had was with 
his failure to present a more realistic 
discussion of five Italian men in their 
ethnic neighborhood discussing the 
repression of the black-white sexual 
taboo: For some reason he (\!lowed 
the sisters to sit around a circle 
''telling it like it is'' (explicitly I might 
add), while our nice Italian boys 
simply thought ii was a disgrace . We 
all know that all kind of names would 
have been called in a more realistic 
Spike basically 
rewrote the 
Garden of Eden 
Story only to 
"clock dollars." 
setting. 
I want to express my further 
concern with the reasoning behind the 
character portrayed by Samuel 
Jackson. 1 guess it is good to know 
that Spike has not turned his back on 
the chemically dependent; but what 
did a drug-addicted character and 
ostracized son have to do with Jungle 
Fever? 
If Spike's message. was aimed at 
cullural diversity then he should have 
been specific and focused on that 
intent. The depiction of a drug-
addicted man whose addiction has 
affec1ed the structure of his family 
seems totally irrelevant to the theme 
ff the movie. I know that my critique 
will be challenged by many people 
.who will attempt to defend Spike by 
claiming that by instituting Junior (the 
brother) he brought reality into the 
life of Wesley Snipes. 
Jackson's character depicted the 
affect of drugs in the black 
community, Which only lends support 
to my argument by proving what !his · 
movie is about . Spike tried to 
incorporate a point, which is o.k., but 
he did not do the issue jus1ice. 
In short, spike wanted to answer 
his critics that claimed he does not 
deal with drugs, while addressing the 
entitled issue of interracial 
relationships. Spike you overdid it! I 
am sympathetic wilh the attempt; 
however. I contend that drugs in lhe 
community needs to be an issue 
addtessed in another movie . I 
actually went away trippin ' on the Taj 
Mahal (the hotel for crack-heads), and 
also wondering where I could find 
Wesley Snipcs's wardrobe . 
Spike, I love' you man. You are 
an influential filmmaker and a 
concerned black man, but next time 
take heed to what the mayor told you 
to do in your previous 
movie ... AL WAYS DO THE RIGHT 
THING. 
' Tlie writer is president of tl1e 
College of Arts a1ul Scie11ces St11de111 
COw1cil. · 
• 
, 
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Omar Tyree 
When Judge Clarence Thomas was 
chosen to sit on the Supreme Court's 
''black sCat," I hollered: ''Leave him 
alone before we end up with !JOthing!"' 
The Congressional Black Caucus 
opposed him along with the NatiOnal 
Association fer 1he Advancement of 
Colored People , the American Bar 
Assoc'iation, the American Federation 
of Labor-Congress· of Industrial 
Organizations and the National 
Organization of Women. 
Thomas has been called an 
his sister for being on welfare. Did he 
try to help her? Thomas went to Yale 
Law School and received grants made 
available by Affirmative Action, but 
he is against Affirmative Action . 
George Bush nominated him to fill the 
''Black Seat'' on the U.S. Supreme 
Court, like a quota, but ThomaS is 
against quotas. 
Individuals who support Thomas' 
belief of. black self-heJp sound like 
racists : ''There are m~ny ways to get 
whal you want in America, but too 
' many blacks are lazy and unwilling to 
work hard .'' 
Uncle Toni, unqualified. conservative, ~at ion is now the issue 
a puppet, too youn~and too unknown. concerni~g the Thomas confirmation. 
He may be all these. bu! what is the The media has stirred propaganda of a 
alternative-there is no Thurgood ··New Republican Black Wing" which 
Marshall II, he is gCine. separates blacks even more . Most 
If blacks allow Thomas to be I blacks used to be Democrats, but the 
opposed, many fear .a conservative, white media says incre&Sing numbers 
''white'' Latino will be confirmef. are Republican. If the black 
Then a ·eorge Bush will say. ''I ga~ommunity is split over the Thomas 
you [black people] a qualified nomination, then we will add to lhc 
can4'fdate and you did not want him. problems of drugs, violence, poverty, 
Now my hands ar•: tied ." Then we discrimination and despair. Th'e 
would have an all white Supreme California wing of the NAACP split 
Court that could refer to us with the from the national chapter by 
''N'' word . endorsing Thomas. Are we looking at 
I favored Clarence Thoma ~ in two sects of the NAACP? Thal is 
order to have a black face on the ridiculous, we want the same ihings: 
court, but his track record proved to opportunity, security and sa~y. So, 
be fatal. Thomas grew, poverty- for the sake of maintaining some 
stricken, in Georgia. He worked hard, solidarity among blacks, I mi&}lt ~ant 
made it and then held a grudge'agairist to oppose Thomas. 
• 
" • 
If we oppose Thomas, blacks 
would have to work together on racial 
issues. If we oppose T~omas we 
fOUld focus on the enerny--a 
conservative, wh~' e Sppreme Court--1 -
instead of mak g excuses for 
ourselves. But then c would !>e in 
the same boat as we were in the 
1950's. And, for those who think 
blacks have come a Jong way since 
then, why arc we still discussing civil 
rights, affirmative, action and job 
discrimination? At leasl we could see 
~lack f
1
ace if we support Thomas. 
We could support Thomas and use 
our energies to lobby him at speeches 
and lppeari.nces, where we would 
shout: ''What about financial tid for 
black institutions." 
Thomas won a record $42.S 
million discrimination suit against 
General Motors while corhmissioner 
of the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission; $10 million of the 
settlement was to be shared among 
several black universities including· 
' Howard. 
However, reports show that 
Thomas lnc:roa11d hla c:&n,ervative 
1ia\ie6,1lftii'ltod I Whlll WOll\ln, WU 
1ppolrifed by Ronald ,R1111n, and 
George 111 Will Not Stand for Racial 
Quotas .. Bush likes hi1J1 . Clarence 
Thomas for Supreme Court is a 
tossup, it looks like we arc lo~t eilher 
way. 
I 
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The AT&T Calling Can:iwill never go to waste. You can use it to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere. Once you 
• • 
• 
11ave one, you'll never need to apply for another. And it's the least expensive way tci call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
-
, 
• 
• 
Wl1at's more, if you get your Calling Cani now, you'll get a free hour's worth of AT&T long distance calling~ D Of course, when you use 
. ' 
.. 
• 
, 
-
• • I 
• 
• 
' 
• 
' ' 
your Calling Cani you' ll always be connected to the reliable service you;ve come to expect from AT&T. D And when you get your Calling . 
• 
. I .: • 
, 
• 
-
Card, you'll become a member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products and services designed to save students time 
, 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' 
, 
, 
' 
• 
and money. D So, as you see, theres only one way to describe the AT&T Calling Carri in today's college environment .. Indispensable . • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
•' 
. . l 
Get an AT&T Call~ng cpard today, call 1 800 654-0471, Ext. 4811. AT•T· 
. . \ ' .. • 
"Good lot ooe f'IOU' of diroot-Ooaled. coast·lo-coa11. rwgl1I and ..........ro emlllng baMd on pa. .i111cti.. 2/18,191 . Qfflw limltlld lo on.18.25 ATlf • ...... ~ Cert#lelllt .w ltu(tlnt. Otllrwld ttvo4' ~ 301 1982. 
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, .. Undergraduates: .Sept. 3 -13 
Where: Mdsic Listening Room 
( Blackbum Basement ) 
Time: 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
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" SENIORS AND GRADUATING STUDENTS 
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By Tooho Halley 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Average salafies rose for the recent 
crop of co llCge graduates, with 
engineers earning the big.best pay and 
e lementar y school teachers the-
lowest, according to an United Press 
International articlf!I. 
The College Placement Council in 
Bethlehem, PCnnsylvania conducted a 
nationwide survey of job placement 
offices . at various colleges and 
uni·versities to find out what careers· 
were attracting the highest salaries. 
The survey showed that petroleum 
engineers were in the top-dollar 
position with an all-time high starting 
salary of $32,987 . 
Start ing salary for chemical 
engineers was 6.3 percent higher than 
las t year, with the average offer at 
$32,949, according to Dawn Oberman 
of the College Placement Council. 
"Employers seemed to increase their 
offers throughout the recruiting" year, .. 
Oberman said. ''That shows there was 
a demand in certain areas or •a limited 
supply of specialist$." 
Also repo~ed in the survey was that 
men receiyed 80 percent of the offers 
given i n the engineering 8.reas. 
Ho weve r, women graduates in 
petroieum engineering had the highest 
overall engineering salary, carnjng 
$33,728. ' 
Though the figures shown in the 
survey represent the average salary 
fo r engineering positions, Margie 
Rhinehart, administrative secretary to 
the dean in the school of engineering, 
said Howard .s tudents generate a 
substan ti ally higher salary than the 
average. 
1
' When a Howard engineering 
s tudent finishes the fow years, they 
will probably start out making 
$41,000 a year, .. Rhinehart said. 
Since engineering students seem to 
be in demand the most, companies 
call directly to the school and ask for 
students to work for them, accordin_g 
to Rhinehart. 
The School o f Engineering bas 
approximately 800 students and the 
most popular discipline of study is 
elect r ical ,anddcomputer s·ystems 
engineering. . , 
''With a BS degree in enginc;ering a 
s tudent can go in any direction, 
whether it is medicine, business or 
entrprenuerial 
any other field,• Rhinehart said. 
Elementary education graduates 
received the lowest saluy offers, with 
an average of $18,S78 a year, 
according to the survey. Graduates 
with a bachelor's degree in journalism 
were offered an average starting 
salary of$19,59S. 
Students in the business disciplines 
also benefit from strong cor1>4?rate 
recruiting. The average starting s8.Iary 
off1,.red to accounting graduates 
increased S.4 percent. Business 
administration graduates were offered 
an average Of $22,274, according to 
the survey. 
John faxio, director of co·op 
education and placement in the 
School of Business, said that last 
year's graduates didn't do as well as 
previous graduates as far as 
placement and salary. 
Faxio said that accounting majors 
earn abo'ut $28,000 a year after 
graduation. 
Graduates who choose to pursue 
jobs with the federal government will 
find that the salaries have remained 
pretty much the same for the past 
couple of,ycars. 
Jerrie Russell of ·the U.S. 
Department of Labor said that in the 
Department of Administration and 
Mana·gement, students majoring in 
accounting, computer science and 
business administration are heavily 
recruited from various colleges and 
universities. 
"Students may work with Us in a 
co-op program full time for a 
semester, go to school the next, and 
then rotate. When they graduate, they 
will be guaranteed a full-time 
position, .. Russell said. 
Graduates entering in the co-op 
program start off at the G.$-4 level 
making $15,000 a year. The next year 
they move up to the GS-S position 
making $16,000 a year. ''After the 
first two years they are converted to 
the GS-7 level earning $21,000," 
Russell said. 
Graduates in human resources 
posted the highest gains with a 13.4 
percent jump to an avcragt SlJ,03S. 
Salaries for graduates in nursing 
and other health related fields ran 
closely with the demand in that field. 
The need for nursing graduates 
increased their average offe r to 
$24,789. r 
Spotl ig hT 
By Toaho Halley 
Hilltop Staff Wrtter 
On those hot, muggy and humid 
days in Washington, D.C., perhaps 
the only thing more refreshing than 
getting out of the heat is to drink an 
ice cold cup of spring water. 
Various companiCs run lucrative 
Cusinesses deijve"ring spring water 
throughout the~bistrict. One Howard. 
s~udent, however. I.las take.JI. OJl the 
challenge of competing with large, 
established businesses to provide a 
professionaJ and efficient service Jo 
the Howard community. , 
Donald Jean, a junior majoring in 
accounting, established the Water 
Company, Inc. last January with his 
friend Roger Collymore. The Water 
Company delivers spring water to its 
customers in Howard dorlnitoriea 
and the su rrounding community 1 
Customers can purchase weekly or 
bi-weekly service. 
The ide::1 for the Water Comoany 
• 
was conceive!' when Jean saw 
students lugging large water 
containers to their rooms. 
"The service is convenient, 
inexpensive apd healthy for 
students, .. Jean said. "We . are 
consumers and we need to be 
producen." 
Jean, from Brooklyn, N.Y., said 
that Howard studenta u well u the 
administration bu been suppottive 
of his endeavors. "~ people arc 
supporting us. they are doing 
themselves a favor by drinking the 
water," Jean said. 
· lean said he hopes to bottle his 
own water and invest in dispensers. 
uMost of all 1 would like to Show 
people that any.one can do what I'm 
doing. .. Jean aaid. 
(Editor'• Note: Spotllabt 
Entrepreneur 11 • bl-montb7 
column thot will highlight Howud 
student entrepreneun.) · 
\ 1 / 
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McDonald'• la one of several business.ea located along the Georgia Avenue corridor which now has competition. Kentucky 
Fried Chicken, located acrosa the street from McDonald's, opened this summer In the Wonder Plaza. • 
• 
Retail stores, restaurants bring bread 
• 
tonewWo der Plaza on Georgia Ave. ' 
By Ingrid Camell 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
A little more than two years ago, 
anyone could walk across Howard 's 
campus, get between Douglass Hall 
and the valley; and smell the aroma of 
bread baking at the Wonder Bread 
factory. It was a memory as well as a 
\,tradition associated with Howard 
University. 
As changes in the Howard 
University administration rapidly took 
place, right across campus that 
Wonder Bread factory also 
experienced great change-a brand 
new owner, a new face lift and a new 
name. 
The development began a 
approximately two years ago when 
the Continental Baking Company 
closed the Wonder Bread factory . It 
stood vacated and almost doomed as 
an abandoned building. 
A developer named Douglas Jamaal 
became interested in the old building 
when he saw its condition. He used to 
drive by the factory every day while 
growing up and saw what a thriving 
entity it was. 
Through marketing research ) 
Jamaal identified a need for a retail 
• 
and office development that could 
serve the community1 in various 
capacities. He then pursued avenues in 
1 wnersbip, obtained a loan from 
American Security Bank, and fmally 
purchased the century-old landmark. 
An estimated $15 million project 
has enabled a flf'St class reconstruction 
and remodeling of the entire building. 
Included in this massive renovation 
was a new sprinkler system, marble 
floors in the main lobby , air 
conditioning, and modem lighting to 
name only a few. 
The plaza was constructed into four 
levels-the ground level being 
occupied by rental o.utlets and the 
upper three levels being designed for 
office space. 
Although the ground level stores 
have been the main attraction 
feat~ Blockbuster Video, The 
Wiz, Up Against The Wall and the 
Sports Zone, the top levels will prove 
to be more crucial in the future . 
The top levels comprise more than 
65,000 square feet for the office 
space. There arc also showers and 
locker rooms for the employees ... A 
tenant leasing any one floor in the 
building can have it constructed to 
m~t the needs of the business," said 
David' DeLamp, a representative of 
Cassidy and Pinkard Inc., the leasing 
agent for Jamaal. 
B.usiness offices for the cpper: 
levels were chosen to occupy the top 
floors instead of a proposed restaurant 
or club. The overwhelming problem 
with a club or t_cstaurant is that no 
parking would be ·available for its 
patrons. 
DeLamp said that a commercial 
bank is needed in the pl~za for 
students, residents and commercial , 
businesses in and around the plaza. 
"The possibility of creating loans to 
businesses and residents would 
certainly meet the needs of the 
community, .. he said. "It will create 
job , help expand the businesses on 
the ound level, while also upgrading 
the neighborhood in terms of catering 
to o~hcr bllsinesses and residents," 
continued DcLamp. 
The other indiVIdual retail outlets in 
WoDder Plaza see themselves 
capitalizing on a promising business 
. ' opP'lrtun1ty. 
Myron Hamm, manager of 
Blockbuster Video, said "Thete is l 
real r ee.d for u·s because th.ere is DO 
othe video store in the area ... One of 
. ' 
Blockbuster ' s main marketing 
stratgeies was to move close to the 
Mc9°nalds restaurant and the Howard 
Plaza Towers. "Normally when 
students rent a movie, they'll also get 
something to eat,'' said Hamm . 
Negri~ the Jamaican Eatery, brings 
an alternative of traditional fast food 
to the , Wonder Plaza. It serves the 
needs of West African and African-
American culture. 
"Food is a big pll{I of culture and 
we are bringing it all together. At the 
same time, we strive to keep above the 
American standard of quality, .. said 
Negril manager, C•mollo Lee. 
Most of the other retail stores such 
' 
as n.c Discount Store, Snyden, and 
Kinkns Copies see the location of the 
plaza u convenient for students and 
complementary to the area. 
Also, the opening of the greenline 
Metro station on 7th and U street bas 
many of the ownen confident. that the 
area will be more accessible to the 
outlining communities, therefore, 
bringing in more business. 
''It ' s about progress, and at lcut 
100 more jobs for the people in the 
comm9nity. The business would sec 
benefits because they could locate in 
the plaza and pay half the overhead in 
rent and taxes as opposed to the K 
street and downtown business district. 
Its about1 investing in the community, 
finding out yrihat the conaumer wants, ~ 
and giving it io them,• said DeC.mp. 
. I 
DRINKING D.C. TAP WATER 
• 
' 
·COULDBEAHEALTH D! 
- The 1986 Amendment of the Federal Safe Drinking Water Act 
banned the use .of lead or substances containing lead in 
drinking water lines. ' · \ · 
. 
-DC~s 
sys ems. 
still using lead piping • 1n the public water supply 
• 
ad Poisoning Can: · · ' . ' 
• Aggravate High Blood Pressure in Men (More Harmful in 
Woinen & Children) 
•Damage the Nervous System 
• Impair Intelligence and Hearing In Children 
ALTERNATIVE: The Water Company, Inc. is 
offering prompt home delivery service of high · 
. ' quality spring water on a weekly and bi-weekly basis .. 
• $3.25 per 2.5 gal. unit w /Dispenser 
• No Deposits · 
• No Obligation , 
' 
· For Free Deliverv 
please ca'll us at (202) 462-8474. 
(Ask about our Water Plan) 
• 
• 
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BLACK 
....... 
~OLLEGE 
~ T-SitlRT 
, 
OFFF:R! 
0 rder your "Blacker the College, ~weeter the 
Knowledge" T-Shirt or 
Sweat Shirt ~ay! These 
stylish and unique shirts li st 
over I 00 Black Colleges 
across the country. This 
special edition shirt will be 
offered ·for a limited time 
only, so act now! Support 
Black Colleges and order 
your shirt today! 
• 
, 
. 
• 
--- . 
THE HILLTOP 
TSSHIRT ORDER FORM 
·~ ·i· f f ) .,.. Jf 
•'r' ' ' t· I "1 r! • . . ·, , I 
.(! \>' , '(· • 
T-SHIRT SIZE: Extra Large (46·48) (One Size Fits All) 
SWEAT SHIRT SIZES: Medium (38·40). Large (42·44), 
Extra Large (46·48) 
' 
Style Size Qty. Price with Price without Amount box to"' box to 
. 
T·Shirt 
. 
$5.95* $10.95* 
Sweat Shirt $10.95* $19.95* 
• Price includes shipping and handling 
• Total Amount of Order ' 
To get your shirt(s), send this completed order form, check or money order (no cash}, find a box top 
from any Soft & Beautiful Relaxer Kit or Comb-Thru Texturlzer Kit to the address below. Shirts 
ordered without a box top are priced as follows: T·Shlrts $10.S5', Sweat Shirts $19.95' 
MAIL TO: College T-Shlrt Offer, P.O. Box 543151, Dallas, Texas 75220 
r . 
NAME=------------------------~ 
ADDRESS:~------------~---~----~--
, 
CITY: /·-----------STATE: ______ ZIP:-----
PHONE:~-----------------~~------
Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Otter void where prohibited taxed or otherwise reStricted. 
Offer good only in the U.S.A. This form MUST accompany your'order . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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oin the PRO-LINE Corpora-
tion as we support Historical 
Black Colleges across the country. 
· Your support is needed to help 
' 
• 
insure the survival . of some of 
• 
America's greatest institutions of 
higher learning. During the 
months of August and September, 
' 
each time you purchase any of the 
Soft & Beautiful Relaxers (Regu-
lar, Super or Volume Plus) or 
Comb-Thru Texturizer, PRO-
UNE will donate 25C for each kit 
• 
sold. 'These monies will go into 
1 PRO-LINE's Historical Black 
College Fund to support these 
I 
institutions in all scholastic 
endeavors. Black colleges are 
responsible for some of this coun-
try's grea,test scholars so your 
support is needed Today! Join the 
PRO-LINE Corporation in llirs 
worthy cause and remember -
''The Blacker The College, The 
Sweeter The Knowledge''. ' 
©PRO-LINE CORPORATION DALLAS, TEXAS 75212 
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CUTUNE 
,, 
Shown: Dorian Corey and 
Wllll NlnJa, co-stsrs of 
Paris Burning . (left) 
Jennie Llv!ngston's 
PARIS IS BURNING also 
feature!' from left to right: 
Angle Xtravaganza, Kim 
Pendavls, Pepper Label)a, 
Octavia Saint Laurent, 
Freddie Pendavls, Junior -
LabelJa, Dorian Corey and 
Wiiii NlnJa. 
' 
, 
• 
• ' • 
The • 
Fine Art 
of Change 
By Joyce 01vla 
Hilltop Staff Wri1er 
Are you ready for this year's 
College of Fine Arts? Well, they are 
, ' ready for you! With guest lecturers 
and artists, special performances, 
newly acquired majors and tlieir 
regular calendar of exciting e¥erits, 
the College of Fine Arts is blasting 
·into the 1991-92 schoql year. 
In connection with the annual 
Spring Fine Arts Festival, the college 
will host an all alumni art exhibition. 
''The Fine Arts Spring Fes.tiv,al 
will exponentially tncrease, 
horizontally and vertically in .. 
dimensions in terms of the alumni we 
hope to b..rin8 back," said Dr. Jeff 
Donal4son, dean of the College of 
Fine A 
In ddition to the exhibition, 
there lso will be an au.cfion of 
• 
alumni orks. 
.HOMOSEXUAL UNDERGROUND CULTURE, MOCK FASHION BALLS EXAMINED IN NEW DIRECTOR'S DOCUMENTARY 
Ph licia Allen Rashad -- who 
plays C aire Huxtable on th~ popular 
NB(: h t, The Cosby Show •• wilt 
teach a lass this fall . The November 
1 clas will be h1cld in the Ira 
Aldrid Theatre arid is open to' all 
schools though students in Fine Arts 
will hav _preference. The Jazz 
Enscm IC will perform for the 
Congre sional Black Caucus on 
Septem er 13 at the Rayburn House 
By Karen Good 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
At 2:26 am in New York City , 
two Latino boys, ages 13 and 15, are 
standing on a street corner, arms 
around each other. 
''The religious community prays 
together," the 13-ycar-old says in the 
film. ''Ttie gay community wants to 
be togc!hcr." 
''So this is NYC," he continues. 
''And· this is what the gay life is a\I 
about." 
In all fairness, one must enter the 
world of Paris ls Burning with an 
open mind. Leave your HIV/Homo 
,,, , phobias at the door ,step: </therwise, 
you may never get the po~ 
Besides, it' s only 78 minutes. An 
I ignored subculture unearthed, Jennie 
Livingston's Paris Is Burni11g is an 
unbiased and unexploitive perusal of 
the alternat ive world of black and 
Latin gay men living their lives at and 
for '' the ball ''- mock fashion balls, 
that is. 
'' If everybody went to balls and 
did less drugs, it would be a fun world 
wouldn 't it?'' Dorian Corey -- a 
legendary ballwalker, or participant --
said in the documentary. 
These fashiqn parades arc where 
homosexuals relentlessly strive to 
imitate all facets of American 
heterosexual socitty. The sad 
realization is that the very culture they 
are imitating ironically wants no part 
of them. 
The main goal, actually, is to be 
REAL (in fact , ''To Be Real," sung by 
QUEEN FOR A NIGHT 
-
, 
, 
By Ka,... Good 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Surrealism reigns here . 
"I am a queen,'' she smiled. '' I 
am a flaming homosexual . I don ' t 
want to be a Drag Queen, although I 
can, but I represent a Flame Queen . 
Proud of what I am and I just LOVE 
•to exP.r.ess it!'' I 
Her name is Rayceen Pendavis, 
But Jie is actually afHE. It comes as 
no surprise, though, for androgyny 
was rampant on Aug. 19. · 
It's the ni'ght of ''A Rage in 
Baltimore," a mini ball being held in 
the city with the same name. It's a 
salute of sorts to the recent success of 
Paris is Burning, a documentary about 
, . 
inock fashion balls in Harlem. 
"Honey, do you want to know 
about the balls," he asked. ''How they 
began in the latc .19SOs downtown in 
New York mainly for Drag Queens?'' 
Pendavis said. 
''These qu~en ~ 11sc:d to com_e 
through looking like Las Vegas 
' -
showgirls, and these chi ldren would 
WORK!'' 
The balls were held once a year. 
AttendanJs would save money for 
month s to buy materials for their 
costume s. The event became so 
popular that par ticipants and 
spectators couldn't wait until the next 
year. 
''So now you liave balls that are 
like three or four times a month, 
which go on an.d on and on. There 's 
so many ball s back to back, 
everybody's got BALL FEVER! " 
Pendavis said. 
Due to the recent success of the 
, 
documenta ry, Paris Is Burning, no 
doubt. The documentary probes the 
history of gay lifestyles . 
'' I could tell yo u I' m born gay, 
but that's the easiest cop ou~ in the 
world. Now, I thi nk God gives you 
the choice to choose right from wrong 
and I CHOOSE to be gay,'' Pe'ndavis 
said. 
''People who say they are born 
I 
Dr. Ron Simmons 11 known tor his photographs of blacks 
participating In gay protests. He teaches still photography. 
• 
I 
Cheryl Lynn seems to be the 
unofficial soundtrack throughout the 
flick). Via categories such as ''Femme 
Queen Realness," where men attempt 
to pass for women, or ''Executive 
Realness ," where competitors wear 
the clothes of an executive, ball goers 
live their fantasies . While also 
unintentionally offering their 
impression of American mainst ream 
society, they seem to truly believe that 
''clothing makes the man.'' 
AJmost. 
But please don't trivialize Paris 
as a documentary about a few 
homosexuals all dressed up with 
nowhere t& go. Livingston points out 
a very detailed social structure with 
the ballgoers. Many who reside in 
''Houses,'' which are usually filled 
gay, I have a big problem with that . 
Let me tell you, God don ' t make no 
mistakes. God don't make you gay. 
You make YOURSELF gay." 
Pendavis knows, like any other 
minority group, that it is not easy to 
be accepted by society. 
''They picture all of us in drag 
and we perform and that 's what they 
picture all homosexuals to be," 
Pendavis said. 
Does he get offended when others 
don 't know what to call her? A ''he," 
''she'' or a ''shem''? 
''Darling, I know what I am. I've 
been called everything but a child of 
God, so it don't matter to .me. I am an 
Afro-American who happens to be 
gay. But I don't really live for labels, 
anyway because tOmorrow I might be 
somebody else," Pcndavis said. 
The Washington, D.C. native said 
that the reason people have a fear of 
ho'mosexuals is because they don 't 
understand tliem. 
with gay people, have been rejected 
by their families because of 1tbeir 
realized sexual preference. 
The ''Houses'' are usually named 
after a designer, such as the House of 
Chanel, or the founder of the house. 
The residents are called ''children.'' 
Despite the bond between the 
"residents, they only can do so much to 
protect each other. One Paris star 
was found strangled before Livingston 
finished the docUmentary. 
They also have their own style of 
speech. Known as Pig Latin to us 
commoners, these ''children'' replace 
the trad itional ''ay'' sound with ''ug'' 
or ''ugga." . 
And lest we not forget tl1e 
voguing, a dance popularized by 
Madonna and a ball category. The 
CT 
·-
- · .... _
, 
• 
' 
· dance, which haS been around for 
several years, recteates the poses of 
models and integra~es acrobatic moves 
and complex expressive gestures, 
obviously named after the magazine. 
Paris has been around longer 
than one may think. It won the 1990 
L.A. Film Critics Award for Best 
Documentary and the 1991 Sundance 
Festival Grand J1.,1ry Prize for Best 
Documentary. 
Afterwards, the film opened 
theatrically in March at the New York 
City Film Forum where it was 
scheduled for two weeks, but ran for a 
record-breaking 17 weeks. It opened 
nationwidC on Aug 9 and was held 
over this week in Cineplex theaters 
throughout the . Washington 
Metropolitan Area. 
' •• --
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Office uilding. • 
Th Howard University Opera 
Workshbp wilt perform at the John F. 
Kcnned1 Center for the Pcrformiq,g 
Arts in nuary. 
Las year' s theater production for 
Broatl ay's Dreamgirls will be 
revived for a short run on campus, 
after w ich it will travel to Hong 
Kong in March of 1992. 
Administrators have a number of 
plans already in the works for the 
.Collcg . A biannual newsletter 
1
aimed a ' lumni and friends' of the 
College is expected to be produced 
within I next year. ~ 
,• 
' 
. fiHQTOeY~...,_ ''If people were taught love, 
understanding and kindness , this 
world would be a better place today,'' 
Pendavis said. 
Rayceen Pendavls (far left} and friends at the mock ball, •A Rage In Baltlmore' held 
August 1.9 
The silent speaks 
H. U. professor In documentary about black male homosexuality 
By Sharmarra Turner 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
As homosexual literature 
becomes less taboo and as events such 
as Gay Pride parades glare against 
America's homophobic backdrop, it is 
· evident that once silent black gays 
now have begun to speak. 
In the forefront of the black gay 
cultural awakening has been Howard 
professor Dr. Ron Simmons. A 
professor of mass communication and 
still photography, Simmons played an 
inlegral role in the production or the 
controversial film, Tongues Untied. 
Tongues Untied, a documentary 
directed by Marlon Riggs. was 
produced by end about black, gay 
men. According to Simmons, the film 
- -
I 
... 
. was intended for two audiences. 
' 'First of all, Tongues Untied was 
for black gay men; it affirmed our 
exislence. Secondly, it was for non-
gay black men who had never been 
exposed to feelings like these before ... 
- Riggs, an Emmy-award winner 
and director of the film, heard about 
Simmons through mutual friends in 
New York City. As Simmons was 
free-lancing in San Francisco. Riggs 
invited him to serve as still 
photographer for his upcoming 
project. 
Simmons, who is known for his 
still photos of black participation in 
gay protests, was a field producer in 
Washington, D.C. and a mei.nber of 
the cast He said lh11 Howanl pllyod • · 
a small part in the film's production. 
"Parts of the movie were filmed 
in studio A in WHMM (Channel 32) 
studios here at Howard. Also, the 
opening scene was filmed in the 
School of cOmmunlC:ations parking 
lot,'' Simmons said. 
Simmons said it was time to take 
a stand. 
''I have always been involved in 
the movement. It is time to stop 
pretending and for me, taking part in 
the film was a chance to.do so," 
' Simmons said. . . 
''A lot of my friends have died 
from AIDS," he continued, "and I did 
it for them.'' 
Considering the possibility of 
nega1ive feedback, Simmons said he 
did not hesitate to gCt involved with 
the project. 
''I didn't receive any negative 
feedback here," he said. ''If there was 
any, I'm sure that 1 wouldn't get it 
pillOllally. II would probably be 
whispered behind my back." 
Simmons, who received his B.A., 
M.A., and M.S. from the State 
University of New York at Albany, 
and his Ph.D. from Howard, is ' 
currently featured in a new anthology 
of essays by black gay men called 
Brother to Brother. His cs.say, entitled 
''Some Thoughts On The Challenges 
Facing Black Gay Intellectuals," is 
only on~ of the many cs.says included 
in the recently published collection. 
Since the Tongues Untied 
project, Simmons has collaborated 
again wilh Marlon Riggs to help 
produce Anthem, a music video that 
looks at the the experiences of black 
gay males. 
. Simmons said that the recent · 
outburst of black gay cultural work is 
a direct product of the earlier stride-s 
made by black lesbians in the 1960s 
and 1970s. 
''Black lesbians have been 
publishing for a while, a~d they have 
inspired the brother to express 
themselves also," Simmons said. 
' I 
J 
I 
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one man's view of 
~ 
Illiberal Education: 
another .people's protest 
' 
' By J~n L. Jackson Jr 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
' - Illiberal Education: The Polltlcs of 
Race and Sex on Campua. By 
Dinesh D'Souza. The Free Press 319 
pp. s19.9s. . I 
. . ' Before your classes ttuly become 
time consuming and your schedules 
hectic, I would like to conduct a short · 
lesson myself. The lesson is designed 
to preface my review/analysis of 
Dinesh D'Souza's book Illiberal 
attempt to explore the legitimacy of 
· the Howard protest by comparing it to 
the civil rights struggles of the 60s. lt 
would be silly to propose, after nearly. 
thirty years of political and economic 
change, that the same methodology 
incorporated into the black struggle of 
the 60s can be applied to judge the 
effectiveness of Black protest in the 
late 80s. 
D'So uza's usage of the 60s. 
j e Education . Copy this: Dinesh 
D 'Souza is" a Reaganesquc 
conservativ~ whose idcolo'gy on lhe 
role minorities should play in high41 
education can be summed up fairly 
\veil by his view on .~ffirmative 
action: Just Say No. 
protest movement as SO!llC static, 
unquestionable yardslick with which 
to judge all subsequent acts of Black 
prote,st is rather a simp.lislic and 
myopic apptoach lo blacks' struggle. 
But, taking into consideration what we 
said about D'Souza earlier, I can see 
where such an attitude comes from. 
And when he writes things like: 
''for all its alleged bigotry, Western 
Civilization is a towering human Si.nee lhe general putlic is being 
inundalcd with conservative/ right· 
wing propaganda, evep the inost 
_ politically objective individual can 
• 
- dismiss this book's c iticism of 
educational policies such as 
multicultural education, preferential 
ad.missions , and the instituting of 
minority studies programs (which 
. D ' Souza calls '' victird' s sludies'' 
courses) as an attempt by ''right· 
wingers'' to express their views. 
Everyone has the constitutional 
right to have an opinion. It becomes a . 
problem, however, w~n these people 
attempt to pass off such biases as 
objective scholarship and]true analysis 
~!e~~~:h~~~~en~: ~~eanl:~eio:~~ 
analyze such pt>enomenoh objectively. 
·This is especially important to us, as 
• Howard students, l if that 
aforementioned ''phenomenon" is the 
1989 protest . / , 
·The fourth chapter in Illibtra/ 
.Education is titled ''In Search of 
. ' }!lack Pharaohs," and it is D'Souza's 
I 
I 
I · 
' 
"1 
f., I 
I 
I 
' 
r 
i 
• • 
· accomplishf!lent; those who reject it 
feel a powerful need to place 
themselyes in another, equally 
resplendent , cultural lineage. " His 
ethnocentrism, or rather, his false · 
sense of Eurocentrism, clearly shines 
through. 
With pen in hand, and an agenda 
in mind, D 'So uza begins his 
determined effort to evaluate 
(dismantle) the entire structure of the 
prOtest . He dismisses the student's 
disapproval over the appointment of 
Lee Atwater to the Howard Board of 
Trustees by saying that no matter how 
racially polarizirig-racist-his Lee 
Horton ad campaign may have been 
and 'twhatever the historical 
symbolism, it is unfortunately the case 
that blacks are convicted of ' a 
disproportionate amount of crime in 
this country." (If you don't remember 
the Lee Horton ad campaign, it was 
used during the I 988 presi.dential 
election by Atwater and the GOPs to 
exemplify Michael Dukakis's 
• 
• 
NOBODY 
KNOWS 
LIKE 
.DOMINO'S. 
How You Like Pfz711 At Home. 
• (p1'ice does. not include tax) 
• 832-3343 
J . 333 Hawaii · Ave., NE 
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' 
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furlough program.) students themselves. He quotes two 
The Republican's ad campaign of the most visible leaders of the 
was based on the case of a black 
convict, Willie Horton, assaulting and 
raping a while woman while ou1 on 
one of his weekend furloughs. 
The point that D'Souza seems to 
make is lhat ·it does not matter what ill 
effects the ad campaign may have had 
on America because the advertisement 
was true. He writes, ''Willie Horton 
was not a mere metaphor; he was a 
real·life convicl who brutJlized a 
family.'' f 
I can understand D'Souza's belief 
in the public's right to know the truth, 
but I question how truthful he can 
claim the ad to be if such behavior by 
furloughed prisoners is not the norm. 
Using one isol(lted incident to 
represent the entire furlough system is 
protest, April Silver and Ras Baraka-
and even seems to imply that Ras' 
father, the activist and poet Amiri 
Baraka, solely based on the fact that 
was a sell·out since ''he received 
$12,500 in grants to write poetry from 
the National Endowment for the 
Humanities.'' (Such an implication, 
based on the minuscule amount of 
information he uses to back it up, 
hardly merits comment.) 
After attempting to sum up Ras 
Baraka's ideology in a few simple 
paragraphs, the author then tries to 
belittle the necessity for the protest by 
insinuating that the students had no 
o~e to protest against because the 
faculty was on their side. 
misleading and unrealistic. ''Far from being shocked and 
' I am sure that if we applied the outraged," he writes, ''the ·faculty and 
same mentality to another isolated the administration, with the exception • -"""• 
incident based on a factual of the hapless President Cheeks, sided 11/beral Education provides a view ol the '89 Howard~teat. 
occurrence-such as the admission of with the rebels . What kind of buildingorthepolicewillbeforcedto Jasper Griffin's review of Black 
wrongdoing by Oliver North · in the confrontation was that?'' come in and remove you, there is Athena in the New York Review of 
Iran·Contra scandal-to promote an Maybe I' m wrong, but D'Souza little doubt that a conflict exists Boob, D'Souza seems bitten by the 
advertising campaign which painted a seems to be developing an argument between those individuals occupying Caro~{annone bug. 
picture of the entire Reagan equivalent to this: If the President of the building and the person or people She implied that blacks are not as 
adminislralion as liars and chca1s, the United States vetoes the Civil who called in the police. There is the good al wr~ting as recent literary 
D'Souza would not be so quick to Rights Bill of 1991, and the majority confrontation. awards may indicate. She claimed 
overgeneralize, especially since he of the Co.ngress wants the bill passed that the judges of these contests were 
was working in that administration as but cannot legally achieve that end, is The rest of D'·Souza's time is giving "reparations" to the black 
chief policy analyst on domestic it unnecessary and silly for individuals spent attacking what he called the new literary community in an effort to 
' affairs. to protest against that par~icular black Sfholarship, which he said appease them. 
D'Souz~ 's claim that Horton is a presidential act? supports ari "amazingly popular led by King to that same yardstick 
'' real·lifc convict'' ·and not a I hope this is not his argument, notion" that "the Egyptian wouid imply that the 60's movement 
''metaphor'' is rendered moot when the since surely, in such a case, it may be civilization ... taught the ancient Greeks was also somewhal of a failure; it 
television audience perceives him silly to protest Congress, bul it would and Romans most of what they definitely did not create a "beloved" 
metaphorically. I guess D'Souza has be quite reasonable to demonstrate knew." With his ethnocentric belief1t United States of America. .:. 
never heard of real·life people against the actions of the President. it is.easy to see why this notion seems ' 
symbolically representing more than Likewise, whatever the faculty's un~licvablc to him. Next up for Maybe what D'Souza is saying is 
themselves. stance may have been, the students demolition by D 'Souza' s that African·Americans still have· a lot 
lawyer but an ''ambassador'' for his were not protesting their teachers, but sle<fgehammer was Black Athena: more protesting to do at Howard and 
race. their administrators. The Afroasiatic Roots Of Classical across America because we have yet 
The next important portion of Furthermore, it seems to me, if Civilization, by Cornell professor . to achieve our goals. But, I don't 
D'Souza 's argument focuses on the you arc being told to come out of the Martin Bernal. After reading through think tbal's bis point 
• 
----· 
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' 
• 
• 
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ANNUAIL COMlPJB'll'lI'll'lION JFOJR 
• 
1F1UILIBJR1I6JFJ;lf' OJRAN'll'S AND 
l 
SCIHIOILAJRSIHililPS 
U992-U993 
• 
The purpose of the~ grants is to increase mutual understanding 
between people of the United States and other countries through the 
exchange of persons, knowledge, and skills. 
Full grants provide round-trip international travel, maintenance for 
the tenure of the award and tuition waivers, if applicable . 
• 
Applicants must be U.S. citizens at the time of application and hold 
a bachelor's degree or its equivalent by the commencement of the 
grant. Creative and performing artists are not required to have a 
bachelor's degree, but they must have . four years of relevant iraining 
or study. Candidates in medicine must have an M.D., or equivalent 
(e.g., D.D.S., 0.0., etc.) at the time of application. 
, 
All applicants are required to have sufficient proficiency in the 
language of the host country to carty out their proposed study or 
research. · 
Students of Howard University should contact Dr. Paul E. Logan, the 
Fulbright Advisor on campus, located in Locke Hall 101. The 
deadline for the receipt of applications is October 15, 1991 . 
] 
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. FROM THE 
OFFICE OF 
~TUDENT ACTIVITIES •.• 
• 
" ' CENSUS FORMS: IF YOUR ORGANIZATION 
WISHES TO APPEAR IN IBE DIRECTORY 
• 
OF RECOGNIZED ORGANIZATIONS, OOMPI.EIED 
CENSUS FORMS MUST BE SUBMITTED TO IBE 
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACl1VITIES NO lATER THAN 
SEP'IEMBER 201H. PLEASE COME BY lHE 
BlACKBURN UNIVERSITY CENl'ER, RM 117. 
Who's Who AMONG STUDENTS IN 
AMERICAN T,JNIVERSITIES AND 
COLLEGES 1991-1992 APPLICATIONS 
.. ARE NOW AV All.ABLE FROM THE OFFICE 
OF l1IB DEAN OR STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICE 
OF YOUR SCHOOL OR OOLLEGE, OR IN TIIE 
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES RM. 117 
dF TIIE BlACKBURN CENTER 
HILLTOP BOARD MEETING: TUESDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 10, 5 P.M.-HILLTOP LOUNGE 
BlACKBURN CEN1ER. NAMES OF STUDENT COUNCI 
APPOINTEES MUST UE SUBMl'I"IED TO THE 
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACI1VIT!ES BY TODAY. 
A MINI-WORKSHOP FOR FISCAL/FINANCIAL 
. . 
OFFICERS OF STUDENT COUNCILS, STUDENT 
GOVE~ OPERATIONS; LEARN HOW TO 
COMPLETE THE VARIOUS UNIVERSITY 
• 
REQUISillONS AND THE PROCESS: 
THURSDAY; SEPTEMBER 12, 1991 3 P.M. 
BlACKBURN CENIBR FORUM. 
• 
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THE HILLTOP 
An Equal · 
Opportunity 
To Bee ome An · 
Assistant Di r 
In Motion Pictures 
Applications for the motion picture and 
television industry's Assistant Directors 
Training Program are available now 
and will be accepted until the filing 
deadline of January 11, 1992. 
. 
Applicants will be considered without 
regard to race, sex, color, creed or 
national origin. 
For program information, eligibility 
requirements, and application form 
write la! . 
- . 
' 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
Assistant Directors Trai11i11g Prograr11 
Dept. M 
• 
• 
14144 Ver1tura Blvd., Suite 255. Sherr11i1.11 0<1ks. Cdlifo1r1i.i 91 423 
Please send information and applic;Jtio11 form 
for the Assis tar1t Directors Trai11 i 1~g Progra111. 
• 
: ADDRESS ___________ _ 
> STATE ZIP 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
BECOME A MEMBER OF THE CAST (Contributors to the.Arena Stage Team) AND 
• 
• 
. ' 
• I 
. 
,. 
Want to get, it together for school without a· hass/e.IJ Conmn'.5 
Habitat is the affordable place to go for great designs in 
desks, lamps, sofa sleepers, chairs, bookcases, desk 
accessories, sheets, towels . .. just alx>ut eierything ;uu need 
to get organized for school. And as ;uur bonus for being so 
l<J8l-1lx>t; we'll give you a great free gift with a11y purcht'5e Df 
$50 or 11iore while supplies last. PlilS fill in the coi1por1 below, 
bri11R it to tiny Conmn!s Habitat try Wa::lne5day, Sept.11 tfJ, c1114/ 
you could win a · 
• 
~--------------~-----------------~ 
I Name ---------------
: · Address•---------------
I 
I 
I 
I 
Name of Schoo,1_ ----------~-­
Name of Paper·-------------
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~--------------------------------~ 
' 
B3 
• • 
.. ' 
A'I'l'END AN OPENING NIGHT AT ARENA STAGE I ., 
• 
As a special offer to the Howard University students, ARENA STAGE invites you to join 
as a member in the CAST program at half-price ($15) and as a special incentive to join, 
ARENA STAGE will give you one· complimentary ticket to an OPENING NIGHT 
performance and allow you to bring a guest for only $5 (that's a $56 value for only $20!). 
CAST members receive: 
*THE APPLAUSE CARD, which offers discounts at selected bookstores and 
restaurants 
.*ON STbGE..Ar.~nil'.§A!l.W~lt~.r ...••• . . . .. . ...... 
*Special Invitatiorls to symposia, lectures and new play readings 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
' 
YES! I want to be a member of the CAST and I want tQ receive and OPENING NIGHT 
ticket. Please enroll me now. I enclose $ for my membership and/ $5 for my 
guest. '-- · 
• NAME ADDR~E=s=s----'-------.-. ----------4---
PHONE NUMBER·------------~~--~---~ 
COLLEGE STATUS' PT Ff 
LEVEL FRESHMAN SOPHOMOfE JUNIOR SENIOR GRADUATE 
· GUEST NAME 
mail to: Arena."'6"'t:-a-ge-.. M-.-em-.b-er-s+h~ip-.,,Se-rv~ic-e-s,-. 67t"h_a_n_d,..M'a~i_n_e_A•v-e-. ...,S"'W,..., .'W"a-s'h~in-g.,.to-n-.D"'C 
20024. (202) 554-9066 
• 
• 
• 
"'*••• ••nd,... •1fw11 •Uon on Ille Co•at Quaid Officer C.1Hfk:18te School 
• ....... ______________________ _ 
___ :..._ _______ c;ny ______ ,__ ZJp, ___ _ 
litltrphOne( )·----~O... · Col199llla/Of _____ _ 
,.,..,. mall coupon IO: U.S. Cc11r Ot'•rd lnlonnatlon c.m.r, 14180 Dalla Partway 
5th Root- Sun. 82f,. 0•1. Tk 75240 
Orcoll: 1·I00·'24·111~ En. 1112 
' 
I 
' 
• 
I 
Have fun where you live! 
• 
• There's always something fun going on at Cypress Creek Apartments! 
Student ·special: Now save 600!* 
• Individual washer/dryer • Park with jogging trails 
• Brand new kitchen • 24-Hr maint. guarantee 
• Full Community Center & • 30-Day living guarantee 
wei,ht room . • 50°/o Rent/purchase plan 
- , )J 
DIR: FromBeltway, take New Hampshire Ave. four miles south to Eastern Ave. Left 
on Chillum Rd. Lett on 16th Ave. Lett on ,Cypress Creek Dr. (Hyattsville) 
1 
' (301) 559-0320 
• Call Marketing 'Associate for details . 
.4~ARTERY 
MANAGEMEt/T · 
Equal Housing Opportun.ity 
• 
l 
' 1 1 . 
l 
' 
• 
' 
I 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
•• 
. I' 
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. DID YOUR M·OTHER 
COME FROM BLACK LAND 
Claim your Pride, Identify .yourself 
with Land, Power, History 
' 
• 
• 
• 
I 
Wear AFRICAN IN AMERICA on your shirt, · 
: blouse, pants, envelope, bike, car, radio, books. 
1 
I 
I , 
made by Africans in America P.O. Box 11640 
Baltimore, MD 21229 (301)~33-1015 
• 
Moi-e and more PhDs across the coun· 
tiy are recommending Hewlett-Packard 
fillWlcial and scientific calculators 
to their students. And for some very 
strong reasons. 
fun<·ti11ns. Th est> fn.'<' tl1e student.<; from 
cc11111Jutati11rial tedium s11 they can 
tl1i11k an<I interact on a higher level~ 
says J)r. l..t-e V. Stiff, a 1>r11fessc>r c1f math 
t..'<iucati11n at N<1rtl1 Carc1lina State 
University. 
•"The HP 48SX Scientific Expandable 
has powerful graphics tools that are 
remarkably helpful w students learn· 
ing ma,J!lematical concepts. And with 
thee :UQtion solver feature, it's excel-
Ieiifl .r,app!ying mathematics w 
8'1 gc1check1rut the i11> calculator line 
at Y<lUr t'<lU(>ge lxK1kst.A:ire clr HP retailer. 
Ycru'll agree, there's nc1 fast.er relief from 
the pain <lft.A:lUgh prc1l1Jems. 
r ., ,. 
• 
e ~ ·1 tiering," according to Dr. Williwn 
-eyer, a profetiSor of civil and 
en nment.al efl8neering at Utah 
State University. . 
" e HP Business Consultant lI has an 
· uation solver and ex~nsive math 
HP calculaU>rs. The !>est f<>r your 
success. 
F//'jll. HEWL.ETT 
~/!a PACKARD 
• 
• 
• 
,. 
• 
I 
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• 
2301 Georgia Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
(202) 328-3)75 . 
• 
Mon - Sat 8:00 AM. - 12:00 Midnight 
· Surt 10:00 AM - 12:00 Midnight . 
. ' 
' 
• 
• 
• 
Newspapers 
• • 
Magazines 
• 
Beer-Wine 
Dairy Products • 
i 
Toiletries 
I Haircare Products 
Cigarettes 
Stamps 
CHECK CASHING 
' (Personal and Business) 
• 
Comine Sdon: 
' 
' TLC Delicatessen 
' Lotto-Lottery 
• 
Money Orders 
I 
I 
I 
' 
' ' HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
THANKYOU FOR YOUR 
PATRONAGE" . 1 
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There la a new sheriff In town ond 
·his N- la David c. Simmons. 
A Washington, D.C. corporate 
lawyer with DD previous eiq>eriaK:e In 
sports lo uy capacity, Simmons is 
Howar'd University's new athletic 
· direc:i:or. Formerly, he wu employed 
at the Waablnaton law firm of 
Sonoeucbein, Nath ond Rooentbal u 
• lltlptor. 
Hla oftlclal title 11 the Director of 
lntercollealate Atbletlca at Howard 
Unlvenlty, IDd k aeema that Slmmona 
is tryina to brina more of an 
odmhd91ntive role to bb job. 
• It la bis 1011 to combine the 
•athleticism• of Howard's ailing 
athletic · department with 
administrative talents and •business 
llVVy". 
Coward arid hi·s plan~ 
· for Intramural Year , · '·; 
By Damon A. Dozier 
Hiiitop Stall Writer 
Althouab all atudenll, at one tilile. 
or another, have been dowllltain in 
the Armour J. Blackburn Center 
basement recreatid"n area to relax, 
play video p-. or play pina·pong, 
r many 1iudent1 have never known 
anytbin& about the various 
recreational activities that students 
con participate In tbroupout the year. 
Many students have even beard 
little about some of the intramural 
programs that go on throughout the 
year, but not enough to actually 
participate. William Coward, assistant 
director of recreational activities, is 
trying to change that. 
Coward bas taught on junior 
bigb, bigb school and collegiate 
levels. He has either taught . or 
attended many schools in this area, 
including American University, 
George Washington University, 
' Howard Univeraity md Fcderu Qty 
.College. 
Coward wu e head basketball 
cooch at Fcdml Qty College for four 
years . As an assistant basketball 
coach on the liigb acbool leve~ be bu 
been a part of four city championship 
teams. During the summer, Coward 
ba1 served as a supervisor of D.C. 
public swlmmin1 pools; 
Coward's roots at Howard run 
deep. Both 1his grandfather and his 
uncle played on Howard ' s fi-rst 
football team. He even remembers 
playina a pick-up game of ~rough 
. touch football" with Dr. Franklyn 
Jenifer; noting that Jenifer had "a 
pretty Dice pair of banda and be alao 
cauabt on acrobatic touchdown pus." 
These days "Billy" Coward ii 
P!lrnaril}' concerned with Ho:ward 
1tudcnt1 aad the stre11 that they 
IOIDCtime• find themselves under. He 
believes students need a way to 
relieve tension. The Intramural and 
Recreational activities held in" the 
buement of Blaclcbum ond tbe Bun 
Oymnaalum provide the perfect 
avenu'e for relief from the "ach&ol .. 
time blues;" 
Tbo" baalc inl11ion of tho 
Intramural Actlvitie1 Program ia to 
meet the needs of every student, 
faculty member, alumni and staff. 
Thil ia accoinpµshed with prog'tams 
~~sip.Cd to sponsor competition in 
athletic apd recrea~oaal activities. 
Howard ia. a member ·of the 
Association .of College Unions -
International. Students that win 
'cOmpetitiona on the campUI level are 
eli111>le to compete In both realonal 
aod nadonal compedtlona. Howard is 
In Realon 4, wbicb includes tweniy-
five to thirty acbools, Including: West 
Virginia University, Penn State, 
Morpn State, Pittsburab Univenlty 
ond tbe Univenity of Maryland. . 
CompetitiVe toUrnamCntS are 
held at different tim~ durjng the-year 
In recreational sports iuch as billiar~s, 
table tennis, chess, ~nd backgamm,on. 
Howard students have fared well in 
past years, but recently there bu been 
••1 would not be 
here if it was not 
for the students. I 
enjoy watching 
young people 
develop and go 
through the 
maturation 
process.'' 
'a lack· of student interes t in 
participating in these events. 
The Intramural program is 
involved in a lot more that just 
baaketball and football . Running 
events, soccer ind tennis events arc 
held tbrouabout the year. In fact, for 
all you teDDil buffs, tbe deadline for 
registndon is 5:00 p.m. today for the 
int?m~ te~i.I tournament. If you 
arc interested, you can register in 
room LL-33 in Blackburn, or call 
202-l!06-7226. 
Coward believes that .. I would 
not be here if it waa not for the 
1tudent1. I enjoy watcblna young 
-people develop and go tb1ougb the 
maturation proceu." It · ii about time 
for atudenta to take advontage of the 
reaource1 available at our fina•rtips 
and relax by playing sports and 
participatina In P'081'am• designed for 
our uae. 
, 
THE HILLTOP 
• 
Date Time 
September 7 1 pm 
September 14 1 pm 
September 21 1 pm 
September 28 Noon 
Octobers 4pm 
October 12 1:3Dpm 
October 19 
October26 1:30 pm 
November2 1 pm 
November9 1 pm 
November 16 1:30 pm 
. ' November23 1:30 pm 
"Denotes Homecoming 
' 
1991 Football Schedule 
Opponent 
• 
Fayettevllle State 
FlorldaA&M 
South C.rollna State 
Temple · 
AlcomState 
Bethune Cookman 
Open 
North Carolina A& 'r 
*Central State 
Towson State 
Morgan State 
Delaware State 
• 
BS 
l . 
-·· ----
exposure, the Howard soccer tesm, 
the Bison Booten, will have iome of 
their games bf oadcut tape-delay on 
HTS (Home Team Sports) cable 
netw.ork. The five p-. that will be 
broadcast are: October 10 versus 
James Mason, October 16 versus 
Loyola (Baltimore), October 23 
venus William and Mary, November 
3 versus Brooklyn Univellity, and the 
Universit_y of Pennsylvania on · 
November 6. ,, 
If tboro 11 onou11i student 
participation, DOI only l'or the football 
and soccer teams, but for olher 
programs 11 well, the Howard 
Univenity athletic department abould 
be out of its doldrums in no time . 
Simmona la tryln1 cleapentely to do 
bb part; DOW It la tilDe l'or .. 1tudent1 
to do Ollnl. / 
• 
' ·, I David C. Simmons ••• 
is 40 years old. 
is a De!roit native. 
graduated from Howard In 
19n. 
graduated cum laude from 
Georgetown University Law 
Center. 
' won the Thurgood Marshall 
Awerd as the outStandlng student · 
lnhls~. . 
was an associate at the local 
law ftrm of Sonnenschlen, Nath 
'and Rosen1hal. 
was appointed on July 17, 
1991. 
succeeded Wilffam P. Moultrie 
Site 
Washington, DC 
Washington, DC 
Waahlngton, DC 
Phllaclelphla, PA 
lr:idlanapolls, IN , 
Daytona Beach, FL 
Greensboro, NC 
Washington, DC 
Washington, DC 
Bahlmore, MD . 
Dover, DE 
• 
• 
Big Blue in dire need of a dancing companion 
. By Johann• Wll1on , 
Hiiitop Staff Wntor 
' Wanted: An Cnergetic and enthusiastic female 
who will i:iot be uneasy because she will be known 
for her hairy blue legs and white pleated skirt. 
Upon acquiring this job (which you may have by 
Sept 14), you will spend ample time "hanging out" 
with school athletes and cheerleaders. 
Yet, maybe best of all, you can act like a total 
moron without anyone calling you ' 'a fool". And by 
chance if they do call you names, you will have the 
edge because the ''fans'' will not see your face, but 
you can see theirs. , 
part in promoting school spirit. ' 
''Lady ·Blue and Big Blue have the same 
purpose. They have to help motivate the crowd and 
to enhance school spirit," associate director of 
studentactivities, Daanen Strachan said. 
Former Lady Blue, Jone (a pseudonym), .. id 
that being Lady Blue was fun and iW!tas its 
advantages. 
"I kept the crowd pumping and the game 
jumping. Tb• crowd really enjoys it when Bia Blue 
and I partitjpate in dancea together," Jane said. 
Becoming Lady Blue can abo serve as an oudet . 
to vent frustrations, Jane said. 
' 
"I felt that the job entitled me to release aome 
stress and awi:iety I always had," Jane said. 
Blue help aeate emotion within athletes. ' 
"I think that mascots help enhance a player's 
perform.ance .•. it lets them know that the fans arc 
behind them all the way," Carter llid. 
However, according to Jane, beinl)Ady Blue 
is not all "fun and games." ' 
"l'o be Lady Blue you need to have tons md 
tons of energy, and you need patience," Jane said. 
"You have to deal with people constantly tapping 
you IDd bitting you on your· bead." 
The only other poSS11>le "hazard" of beinB Lady 
Blue involves wearina the uniform. 
"l'he uniform is very beary aod bot. You have 
to keep movJna In order for air to cin:ulate tbroup 
the uniform," Jane said. If you are interested in this position, The Office 
of Student Activities is looking for you - Lady Blue. 
Tryout dates have not been confirmed, bul keep 
your eyes open for campus flyers announcing 
tentative dates for the opening. 
Coach Rubin Carter, who serves as defensive 
coordinator for the football team, llid that mucota 
play a vital role durina pmea. 
"However, ice p&Cb will be used this year in • 
• 
order to help keep the mucota cool,• Stracbm llid. 
Lady Blue is the female - mascot counterpart of 
Big Blue. She also plays an important and integral 
"They ,.1 the Wis involved ond that is what we 
(coaches) want out of the mucots," Carter said 
In addition, Carter llid that Lady Blue aod Bia 
Being a mascot, cheerleader, and "punching 
bag" is what you have to do, if you are chosen u 
Lady Blue. 
' 
Bison Booters looking for an iinprove111ent over Jast year 
By D«man A. Dozier 
Hiiitop Staff Writer 
The Howlrd University men 'a 
soccer team has been probably been 
one of the most successful sports 
programs on campus. As one of the 
few teams on campus that compete in 
NCAA Division lA, the "Bison 
Booten" have enjoyed a aood deal of 
success in past years. It wu not that 
long 110 that the Booten were In tbe 
national title game against Indiana. 
This year, the Booters have their 
work cut out for them. The .team bu 
lost aeven starteo from a year ago and 
only four are returning to a team that 
had a 9-8-4 record a year ago. 
Bxpe~tations arc bigh for this 
year's team; last year's performance 
wu 11iptly d~ap~ c; .. ;ing for many 
aoccer fans (players as well) who 
expected the BOOtera to march baclc to 
. . ' the NCAA cbarnpi~nsbip. 
If Howard la to Improve on lut 
year's performance, the team will 
have to improve Its acorin1 ability. 
The Booten only acored 23 aoala lut 
' 
year In 21 P .-a. They have to acore 
more than one ..,..i a ..- to win. 
- The defense l~oka attona 11 
Sbaka Hislop, a six-four native of 
Trinidad, who returns to the 
1oalkeeper poaltlon. He baa only 
allowed 33 .aoala in 58 1amea 
' . tbrousbout bis career.' Defenders 
Daryl Braithwaite and Mutlwa 
Omotajo ahould aolidify a YOUD8 bad< 
Uno. 
On tho offensive aide of the field, 
Kona Hlaiop, tbe leadlna aoaJ acorer 
a year aao, abould lead a froot line 
-
wbicb lncluclea key playen like Cory 
Mims, Wendell Rc1i1, and Roger 
Nichols. 
Ae<:ordlna to a team inalcler, the 
Blaoo Booten abould be well oa their 
way liack to Ibo NCAA playoffs. "I 
am v.,y COllftcleDI that our team1 will 
have 1 Sood Haaon•, he said, "we 
lllvt,m!lty playm that tlbould help 
\11 ltci'W!I 
If 1b1 111hu1l1am of Iba taam 
m•m'l!r• 11 ••y barom111r of the 
Bootet'1 1uccola In the upcomln1 
aeuon, a championship banner may 
, 
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Pre-game sex: a choice of mind over inatter 
By Johonno D. Wiiton 
Hilltop Slaft Writer 
Imagine if you will beln& a top 
athlete. 
Conceive if you can that your 
main ingredients for your athletic 
success only requires you to be 
sexually active. 
And perhaps after dreamin& lbiJ 
dream, you will oppred••• the mytha 
and understand some realities 
surrounding sex and the athlete. 
I did. 
According to research, 
tra~itionatly abstinence was 
considered the besl policy for llhletea 
before events for some time. 
However, the abstinence policy is 
being challenged by atbleles. And 
the coaches are probably nervously 
awaiting the resultaathe doctors and 
researchers have pen tDd pad ready. 
· Have you heard about the 
rumored boisterous talk among 
athl"etes which · is, "If J get sOme 
before the game, I can relax tDd play 
better.• 
Maybe you !Jave heard aboul the 
rumored whispers among athletes 
which is, "Abstaining from sex gives 
me lhe strength I need before games." 
If you have been wi~ss to these 
statements, have you ever wondered 
if thCM: claims posses& any validity? 
In August 1968, The Jownal Of 
Sexual Reseucb published an article 
written by Watren Johnsoo. 
Jn the lrticle, "'Muscul'ar 
Performance Pollowina Coitus, .. 
Johnson described, bow reaearcben 
.... mbled 14 married, male former 
athletes (ages 24 to 49 with a mean 
' 
age of 28) and gave them "m1ximum, 
effort grip strength endltllDCe test." 
These tests were aivea the 
• 
morning after nocturnal sex, and 
• 
again at the same time after at leasl 6 
days abstinence. 
RosullS: Stren81h and endurance 
of the band muscles are not affected 
on the day after sex. 
However, athletic performance 
consists of more than just band 
• I 
strength. · 
After roadin& Johnson's study, I 
thought there would be much more 
literature on the subject. 
. Surprise, Surprise. 
I discovered that few studios bad 
been done on the affect of pre-game 
sex on athletes. 
This study led me going baclr: to 
my initial question: Is it best for 
athletes to "do it" or abstain before an 
event? 
Dr. Vernon Bond, an exercise 
pbysiologiSI at the Howard University 
Medical Diagnostic Center 
(HUMBD), explained why there is 
aucb scarce research available about 
ICXual activity and ilS relationship 10 
athletic performance. 
"In lbiJ country that bas been sn 
area of study that bas not been 
bridged too well,~ Bond said. "Do 
yOu think your institution will say, 
'Okay, we are going to give you our 
approval to set up a design that will 
allow you 10 bring people in and 
watch them have sex on the monitors' 
-that is going to be difficult." 
Bond said thal even though the 
data is Important, it would be bud 
finding parllclpan1s and harder 
getting the Institution to approve such 
rcacarch. 
In an uticle (The Physician and 
Spor11 Medicine, M111Cb 1990.). Dr. 
Robert B. Arnot, former Sports 
Medicine Center Director and 
Nantuckel (MassacbusctlS) Triathlon 
champion, said be knew Olympians 
who have won gold, silver, and 
bronze medals on the day following 
.... 
Arnot, then 41, reportedly said, 
"If I were perfectly relaxed the nighl 
before a competition, I usually 
abstained. On the other band, if J 
were a little anxious and having a 
bard time settling down, then I would 
have ,..-and it really did help." 
According to some current and 
past athletes of Howard University, 
pre-game sex is something that is 
practiced. 
And sometimes abstinence too. 
Malik S. Ali, a former junior 
college football player, said pre~game 
sex bas definite advantages. 
"Coming from a junior college in 
Oklahoma where our football team 
bad 11-0 record and knowing that 
athletes had sex before game time-I 
think it helps a little bit," Ali said. 
Unlike Ali, Mike (a 
pseudonym), who is a wrestler, said 
pre-game sex spells disaster for 
llhletes. 
"Pre-game sex detracts from 
one's ability to compete effectively, 
by no means does it enhance your 
athletic performance," Mike said. 
"Sex is on the same level as sports. 
it's strenuous physical activity. 
Having sex before a event only 
diminishes needed muscle strength." 
Mitchell Vanderhall, who plays 
semi-pro football with the Metro 
Bucc•neers, said 1that abstinence bu 
its place, but athletes need to relieve 
anxiety and stress. 
"I know that sex drains t~e 
energy, but semen is a fluid in t.e 
body that bas to be released~" 
Vanderhall said. "You can go out 
there and have a nice time playing the 
game after having sex." 
A senior linebacker, who asked 
not to be Identified, said that pre-
game sex helps athletic performance 
to a certain degree. 
. "'Pe~ally, I have never done it 
before a game, but I have had sex 
before a scrimmage-I did have a 
better scrimmap," he said. "If you 
have your proper rest before a game, 
it will not interfere with the quality of 
your performance." 
A former baskelball player 
turned dental studeDIJbad this theory 
about pre-game sex. "Initially after 
sex, I fell fatiped, but later it gave 
·me an energy spurt. .. 
Kelly Mcintosh, a male 
swimmer, said that having sex within 
a reasonable time frame bu enhanced 
bis performance. 
"Overall, it bas helped me, but 
not directly before an evenL I have 
done it two hours before an event and 
sometimes It did put a hurling on my 
perfonnmcc," Mcintosh said. 
Mcintosh' added that if athletes 
have pre-game sex they will probably 
fair better having ii at leoat lS hours 
before the athletic event. "If you 
want m•Dmum performance in your 
sport, aomething baa to give. You 
have to pul most of your energy in the 
sexual act, or the athletic 
perform•!K't' ... 
Unlike some male athletes, 
' female athletes saw pre-game sex 
from a different standpolnL 
1 Lorie, (a pseudonym), who is a 
former basketball player and 
currently participates in one of the 
Intramural sports, said that prelgame 
oex bu to be handled with care. 
"Jn sports like ba"Sketball, I 
belleve thal pre-game sex right before 
an ev~nt will binder ; your 
Bison strives for first annual Heritage BQwl 
1 
. ' ' 
By DamOll A. Dolin' 
Hilltop Stalf Writer 
be n•bed for 287 yards and po11ed for 
1347 more In only aeven 111uta. 
Senior Jamea "J.1." Carpenter Is 
The Howard Unlvenlly football another star on whom 1be Bison 
sea1on Slutl ill new aeuon '°?fl'W· oh• will be relylns. If Carpenter, 
BxperU and inslden to the to.I.! iald a llftb-year senior, avolda the ••BPI 
lhat we all should expect a banner lnjurleo that bothered him all lut year 
sea1on from our BllOD. be will slve the Bison a atrona and 
To lalk .- the otrm., la to lalk elktlve nm- nut of the badrflel<I. 
about the quarterback Donald Carr. Al far as the real of the oll'nne ii 
Carr, a fiftb-yeu senior, hu bad concemed, almost every starter la 
three years 10 learn Head Football . mmnlDfl from a unit that woo IU lint 
Coach Wilson's, aylletll. Lui year, five 1ame1 last year. If the team 
• 
, 
• 
Jmprove1 last years record, the 
olrw>uve line will have to stay otf of 
the tralnet'• llble. Injuries In by line 
poaldonl and1lbuted to a lostna allele 
lut year. 
On the defemlve ude of the bal~ 
the "bulfalo soldier'• clefenoc !clot only 
two starters from a defenM that wu 
nnW fifth Dationally In total ciefeme 
and third in - ciefenM, 
There will be aome bolea to 1111, 
however, became defen&Jve •aMouu 
Gary Willlnabam and Brian Taltoan 
• 
• 
• 
were lost to ar1duatlnn. Lookln1 to 
1111 their spotl are defensive end James 
Spun and DOSe 11clde Todd White. 
Al uaual, the llnebackln1 unll Is 
the foundallon of 1be defense with 
Kenneth Newsome and Fmmit Smith 
beln1 the key members of lbe line 
hrkina core. 
With all of these inpedlents, the 
BiloD are looklna to be a put of the 
llrit annual Hcrillge Bowl - the bowl 
•- for bl-c black acbool1. 
performance," Lorie said. 
¥Leg maneuvers during sex can 
make your legs and other parts of 
your body weak, and that just odds to 
leg weakness you will encounter 
running up and down a basketball 
court," Lorie said. 
A female athlete currendy on the 
basketball team said that pre-game 
sex can be your best friend or worst 
enemy. 
"Sometimes it binden your game, 
and sometimes it[ does not," site said. 
"If I}tave sex before a game with my 
boyfriend, I tend to think about him 
d . h I . . f ur1ng t e game ... Jt 11 more o a 
psychological block," site said. 
Among the athletes interviewed, 
good performance in their prospective 
sport wu their utmost coocem. 
Therefore, anything includigg 
pre-game sex, that would bin4er 
performance would be eliminated 
until proper timing was available for 
putiatlar activities. 
Pre-gam~ sex and its 
consequences.good or bad- arc not 
only oo die minds of some athielca at 
Howard, bul twiddles in the minds of 
coaches too. 
In 1988, Michael Gordon did a 
study on coaches attitudes toward 
pre-game sex .(The Journal of Sex 
Researdl, Vol.24, 1988.) 
Jn the Gordon'• study, 71 
baseball and SS baskelball coaches, 
most less than 40 years of age, 
comple1ed the study quesliolllllire. 
Repcrtedly, 8.6 percent answered 
that pre-game se• bad a .negative 
affect on athletic performance .... SO 
percent answered that· It did not have 
negative affect, while 41.4percent 
• • 
answered "doo'tknow." 
Coach Blue, (a pseudonym). who 
trains male athletes at Howard, said 
that pre-game oex does help athletic 
performance to a certain extenL 
"You have to undersland hnw the' 
adrenaline flows ... the anxiety of 
anticipation that occurs before an 
event. So, I do believe i' can relax 
the Individual," Blue said 
Yet, like Mcintosh, Blue said 
that pre-game sex•must occur during " 
a certain time frame. "I feel thal it 
could enhance your performance if 
done outside a 24 hour period. 
However, if sexual activity takes 
place inside a 24 hour period, it could 
create ,problems," Blue said . 
Blue said that during his athletic 
career bis coaches developed the 
Wednesday Rule. 
1be Wedneaday Rule meant that 
. athletes could not have sex after 
Wednesday. The ooaches explained 
that by following this proccd
1
urc it 
would allow you to rega~ · youi' 
physical strength before the game. 
Basically. performance . stays 
consistent when athletes get their 
ptoper rest and nourishment Having 
the body at complete rest is my 
concern, not the ICXual activity .of my 
atblelca," Blue said. 1 
After interviewing aeveral d07.Cn 
atblete1y I realized that abstinence 
wu not the consensus-moderation. 
was. 
Therefore, what is best: 
abstinence or sex ? . 
I do not know because I am a 
non-athlete. So until more research 
is done, I will continue to dwell on 
lbiJ dark poth of "science". 
Until then, try if you can to find a 
balance between the IWo. 
INTERES'l'F:n IN WRITING FOR SPORTS '? 
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CALL THE HILLTOP AT 806-4724 
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ASK FOR JOHANNA OR DAMON! 
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, By now; the H11ward 
Unlviriity Student ·A11oclatlon 
(HUSA), hopa that everyone haa 
had a pleulng awruner. 'we alao 
hope that the .new entranb have 
survived their lint encounter with 
the dreaded reglatratlon llnea. and 
wa can only wiah that all of the 
returning atudenta have done just 
that, returned to achoo! now that 
the labor day holiday haa pa·••a. 
• 
• 
To 11,ut with, we would like to 
expose the entire student body to 
the need for all of Howard 
University to give back and get 
Involved with our community. It 
is through our Community 
Outreach program Iha! we hope to 
eatabllsh community service as a 
credited course, maintain and 
upgrade the Big Brother and Big 
Sister, the Homeless Shelter, and 
Community Day programs. We 
will also be starting new programs 
ouch u the seven day KW ANZA· 
Festival, • Community 
Beautification Weekend, and the 
Youth leadership retreat. 
' 
THE HILLTOP 
government and most of all their 
university. 
We will start with the •Awake 
Lecture Serles• In the Blackbum 
Auditorium on September 12th, 
this is a seven week prog1111 that 
will trace our people' 1 true hlltory 
from the start of civilization until 
the present, while waking us up to 
see just who we really are as 
individuala. 
Auditorium, this program Is 
designed to Introduce the 
graduat~and perspective graduate 
student to financial aid and 
resources. 
On September 20th In th.-
Blackburn Auditorium we will 
fully explain the function of the 
Howard University Student 
Association. 
As Howard Students, we have 
a reputation of being change 
agenh. In order to Institutionalize 
the program5 that we are trying to 
Implement thla yar, we will need 
your support to help change the 
problems that plague UI · as 
' 
• 
' 
The time Is now and It has been 
long over due for all Howard 
students to work as ·a united front 
for the benefit of our University 
and Ol\f people. Volunteer and 
help put your words Into action. 
The Howard University Student 
Aosod•tlon Is here as a vehicle for 
change, but It cannot fully operate , 
without your help. 
The HUSAofflces are located 
In room 102 of the Blackburn 
Center, and our number is 806-
7007, pl•'(•• stop by at your 
greatest-qllJ(eyance. Our doors 
are always open. 
B7 
• 
HUSA has been w(!rklng to 
lay clown the foundation for a very 
exciting a nd pu»pelOUI year this 
put llWllll\er, However, all of our 
wotk will go for naught If we ue 
.not able to secure your support 
and help with, the many 
ACTIVITIBS ·that we have 
.planned. 
It la Important for all studenb 
to gain a full and stimulating 
education in college and we have 
put together and agenda that we 
feel will help to get all students 
Involved ·with their student 
On October 3rd we will have 
first "Howard Day on Capital 
Hill,• this event will give Howard 
students the opportunity to meet 
their respective representatives 
and senators and to dl1cu11 
pertinent conems and wre•. 
For the Graduate:. student 
HUSA 1will conduct a Graduate 
Student Seminar on September 17 
In the School of Business 
studenb and our community as a . Ivan Ba~ea 
whole. TGhls year, we need to HUSA P.resldent 
work u a t..am If we are to make a 
. I 
• 
... •• 'V \o. """*' ,, •. , 
• 
• 
) 
• 
·. 
1, 
significant Impact on the entire Patrice Grant 
structure of Howard University. HUSA Vice Pielldent 
• 
' • 
' 
Here's the deal: We've paired 
some of the most popular 
Apple® Macintosh® co1nputers 
with some of the most popular 
Apple printers. Buy one of these 
combinations, and save big 
bucks. Got it? GJ'JOCI. Now get 
going. This offer is available only 
for a limited time. See your autho-
rized Apple C\ffipus reseller today 
for details. 
And discover the power 11 
of Macintosh. The power 
to be your best® • 
Macintosh Classic Macintosh LC Macintosh llsi 
, 
• 
Save when }Vt/ huy ar1 a!furda/J/e 
Macintosh Classic~ computer u1itl1 eitl1er 
an Apple Style Writer or an A/1ple i ;l'l"!J'i111t1! 
St1ve et·'<'ll lnr11-e 11 •l1e11 1~111 /Jll)' t i ~fttci11tris/1 J.(.' 
Cl1 /ll/!lller-1111r 11/llSI (ljft1r1J11IJ//' Cl!f(!/" .IJIS//'/11-
• 11·i1/1 eitl1c' r a11 AfJfJfe_:S'(i •lt'\t'11·1c'r 
.~at~' rite 111r1.1·r 11 •/11'11.ivi11 /111J ' c1 l1i~l1 -.pt'1.Ji11 ·-
111c111 l·1' A1tlt'i11/r1sl1 llsi cr1111/111ft'r 11 ·itf11•i1l1t•r 
r111 A/1/Jf11 / 1t1r..;c111al /,t1sc•r\r11i/1'r / .. \' (>r 
LaserWri/1?1" IS printer.• 
• 
Afl(JW J'f>n;,>W/ • 
IA<t"T ll 'lll~r 1.$ 
11r r111 A/JjJ{e l'l'~r11il1l l.<IS(' 1"\t1n·lt'I" / "\' /11i11/t'/". '' 
- ' 
I/ f"-' I \'r"i< ,.,,,/ 
l•t~'Tll '1i<"r /.~ 
r111 AfJfJ/11 !1t'rS(1/1c1l I.t:1sc1r\\'·'1it1·1· 1\ l"/ .j1ri111t'r. •• 
11/f"'-' /\•N•llll/ 
''"""\C',,h•r /.I ·.J/1ilt• /\ •N •ll<lf '''·~·rllill<'r .\ -/' 
'Offn appliel only 10 a MacirtOlh Ch\\ic "''Ith a hu1k in tufll o.J1.Jc 
"'Monilor .IO!d .<;qlllrately 
' 
• 
For more information visit the 
·University Bookstore or contact Myrtle Crabbe at 
806-6656 or Fran Poling at Computerland, 
301/599-9555 
-
*Save $125-800 when you buy a computer and printer bundl~ 
'- • 
Cl 1991 Appk' Computn, loc Apple, ~he AA* ~Jf!O. l;L~ritn, Marinulllll. StykWritn. and 1lit: po:lllleT 10Jile )l:lllr bell" are regi~m'!l 1radt'marils ,,r AA* Ct1111[1UtlT. loc 
Cl~sic is a ~sitfn! inclemark IK:mstd 111 ADD" Comouter. loc. 
' 
I 
' I 
IF YOURIWR JS'ifl' rovou, 
YOU SHO!JIPRFQ1MJNG lOHJMl!! 
U.S. De~t of Stale 
U.S. lnformation Agency 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
Career Opportunity 
l\!Jli\!l ll@l\!J~ li\!l l\!mU1J11@1i\!l~ 
: ~ll!J[lil[lillblJ~~ %Wll!Ll 
• ll:li\!lffe.@lll.il< W@l!JJ tr@ : 
*FOCUS 
,,, ... ' , ,,,,, , .... ... ,,,, 
• 1 Martt Your ~ndu ,..For : 
• 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1991 
• 
' Regis1ra1ion Deadlines: 
• October 4 for test centers in lhe 
United Staies 
• September 13 for test centers 
overseas 
' 
The Written Exunination is the initial 
step in competing for a career u ~ 
Foreign Service Officer . 
• 
Applicants for the examination must be: 
- At ~I 20 yean old on the 
examination dale 
- United States citiuns 
-Available for woridwide 
assignment 
To obtain further information and an 
application. contact your Campus 
Placement Office or write: 
The Recruitment Division- FSWE 
Oepartmenl of Stale 
P.O. Box 12226 
Arlington. VA 22209 
.. An E.qual Opportunity Employer_ 
. ' 
• 
I 
* OBTAIN A NATURA 
eoos;r OF ENERGY 
THRO\)GHOUT THE DAY. 
* DISPLACE JUNK FOOD 
WITH A DELICIOUS 
NUTRITIOUS SNACK. 
TRY THE PRODUCTS 
AND LET YOUR BODY 
DECIDE IF THEY WORK 
OR NOT. ALL PRODUCTS 
ARE 100% 
GUARANTEED OR 
MONEY BACK. 
CALL (703) 751-3188 
For Aviation & Ground Qfli.i;er Programs, 
' ' 
see Capt. Pete Keating In the Blackburn 
Center on September 9th & 10th from 
lOam - 3pm. For more Information or 
appointments, call (301) 436-2006. 
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Scene: Howard 
University's main 
campus, fall 1991 . ' 
And, ~ke an annual tradition, every new 
entrant has the same resounding query ... 
, 
• 
Howard h&$ been the 
Mecca of black education 
f0< over 124 years. It is 
truly a legendary 
instituti 
' 
. \ 
• 
' \ < I 
This year, the legend continues. ·. ,.Where the HELL am 1111· 
She's a history major 
l(om New Guinea, 
~fric.a . 
Following in the 
footsteps of her 
father and grar.d-
lather, she is V9f'f 
p1oud to be hefe. 
"""'---"":--~'--~-'-'"""-..L..:...--
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BEFORE TRUSTIN(i YOUR 
TO ANY COMP~ ASK FOR 
SOME LETTERS, OF REFERENCE. 
" 
~u pu1 more 1han just your savi ngs 
l. into a retirement companj'· You put 
in your trust and hopes for the future, 
too. S.o before ~ou ch?~se one. ask so me 
questions. H ow stable is the company? 
1-iow solid are its investments? How sound 
is its overall financial health? 
; ' A good place to start looking for answers 
is in the ratings of independent analysts. 
Three compani'es, all widely recognized 
resources !Or fin d ing out how strong a 
· financial services com pany really is, gave 
TIAA their tgp grade. 
' IN THE FINAL~ALYSIS, TIAA 
IS I.:El"I'ER-PERFECT. 
TIA.A received A+ from A.M. Beet Co., 
AAA &om Sfandard 8c Poor'e and.Aaa 
£:om .Moody'11 lnveeton Service. Theae 
ratinga reflect TIAA'11 reliable daime...pa.ying 
ability •. exceptional Snancia} etrength. 
11uperior investment performance, and low 
expen'.e.. With ita guaranteed rate of return 
and opportunity for dividends, TIAA ill 
one of leee than ten companies, out of 
ip -
' 2,200 nationwide, tl1at recei .. ,ed these 
highest marks. 
CREF. FOUR MORE LETTERS 
EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW. 
For further growth potential and di\'ersi -
fica t ion, there's the, CREF variabl e annl1ity 
with four different investment acco unts to . 
"giveyou the flexibility you want as.j'OU 
save for the future. t 
Together, TIAA a nd CREF form the 
nation's largest private retirement syste n1, 
with over $95 bil lion in assets antl more 
than 70 years of experience serving th e 
ed:Jcation comm un ity. For over one milli<>ll 
people nationwide, the only letters to 
remember are TIAA-CR EF. 
,-------------
! SENDNOWFORAFREE 
RETIREMENT INVESTMENT KIT, 
I 
I 
I 
including a Sf¥rinl Rlf'•rl on TIAA invc•tment•. 
Mail this cqupon to: TIAA·CRt-: ~: l }ept. QC. 
730 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017. Or call 
1 800-842-2733, Ext. 8016. 
I No1n1l{Plrllr prin1) 
I l tf,JJ,y_,,. 
\ l '•iy 
I l11.ilil~l1i•n ( ~"ull n•mr) 
I I r.;1, • I Ensuring the future for those who shape it:" l TIAA ·l"RF.F Partiripa111 
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When she was six, her 
great-grandmother 
told her that she 
was a goddess beyond ~ · 
compare .. ~ 
~--' 
•J, ... and She nev« ltd, la>nl .. ) 
' 
KINGS SHOPPING CENTER GEORGIA ' FLORIDA AVENUE 
636 FLORIDA AVENUB 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20001 
202 667-DOUG 
011 MARTIN LUTHER KING AVENUE 
LANDOVER., MD, 20783 
301 772 DOUG 
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AJJ:([' STUDENT . 
SAVER PLUS If you're looking for a simple way to handle all of your communications needs, theres one prerequisite.Join AT&T Student Saver Plus. You'll be able , , . 
I ' 
, 
, 
\\ 
'· 
"' to get an-entire line of products and services designed specifically to save college students time and money. D Our Reach Out® America Calling Planst could 
' 
• 
, 
• 
save you money, no matter where and when you calL Cal!Managert wifl save you time by separating your long distance calls from your roommates' calls, for 
• 
' 
' 
• 
• 
• 
free. And the AT&T Calling Card makes it easy to call from almost anywhere to anywhere. D And with AT&T, you'll always get the most reliable long 
• 
distance service. D 
' 
/ 
• 
• • 
Plus, if yep register fo\ any of our services-or _if you're already an AT&T customer- you'li°get ; 
, 
I 
• 
• 
• • 
1 HOUR 
FREE free hours worth of AT&T long distance 
• 
• 
calling.• As well as discounts on all kinds of things, all year round. D So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus. You' ll find that for this communications course, we did our homework . 
•• 
Join AT&T Student Saver Plus today. C.all 1 800 ·654-0471 Ext. 4810. ATs.T 
ffhlt ~ l'nlrl nQI be Mlltl4e ii 1WidlnU1 Niis an )Oii' ~ 
·=~~hour of di9CI~. COM!·~. nlgtlt "1d 11tcrd Clllng, beald an prices llfllctMI 2/16/91. Oflef IWrli!ed ti one $8.25 AT&l Long Distance Cefliliclte I* stuc:lent. Otter valid !trough Nie :JJ, 1992. 
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HILLTOPICS 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
STUDENT AMBASSADORS 
Welcome Back! 
There will be a mandatory 
meeting on Wed. Sept. 4th 
@ 6 pm in the Hilltop 
Lounge. Refreshments will 
be servedJ 
FEMALE SINGERS: 
Upbeat Records abd Palm 
Productio-ns is looking for 
solo artists that have what 
it takes, and have a strOng . 
desire to make it as R&B 
singers. All original 
material will b.e given to 
you. Serious only please. 
Call Mr. Morin (30-1) 593- , 
0005. 
THE HILLTOP 1s now 
.accepting applications for 
the position of receptionist . 
(Tuesday & Thursday 9-
12:30 pm). For more 
information or to obtain an 
application, please contact 
Alicia Chambers at (202) 
• 806-6866 or THE HILLTO/'I· 
• 
office Howard Plaza 
Towers West . 
LOGAN/ HOWARD: 
Spacious I bedroom 
English basement iri. 
professor's home, I block 
to Green Line, $600 + 
ut!Iities , (202) 232-4278. 
Wanted : Serious, non-
slnoking female student to 
share apartment with 
older woman. Please call 
289-8677 between 9 am 
and 5 pm . 
1300 HarV..rd St . NW 
BR $750 
3228 Hiatt Pl NW 
BR $675, 3-BR $750 
1460 Euclid St , NW 
BR $475 
301-572-1998 
3-
2-
I-
Chuck & Billy's Club 2178 
10% Discount to Howard 
Students 
Breakfast' 7:30-10 am 
5 cents Glass of Wine .with 
Lunch 11 :30-3 i:lm 
Jor HOWARD EMPLOYEES 
202-745-9885 
2178 Georgia Avenue, N.W . 
• 
! ! Attention!! 
Precious Gems of G Phi Gt 
Mandatory meeting .Sept . 
10, 1991 7 pm Blackburn. 
All Entrepreneurs!! 
Howard t1nlverslty 
Entrepreneurial Society 
bas been reactivated. 
All students and non-
students with 
busines ses or Ideas for 
business , you must 
show!! September 12; 
7 pm School of 
Business Auditorium 
' BOOKS FOR GROWING 
offers a broad selection of 
books on personal and 
spiritual growth, 
relationships, Psychology 
& religion. Custom 
ordering . Come· and 
~rowse. 
Hrs: Wed to Fri 11-2 & by 
appt . 
l611-16th St. N.W. (202) 
265-0794 
Large office space 
available. Air 
conditioning. Reasonable 
• price. 
Across from H. U. Call 
Annette Lang (202) 387-
6898 . . 
NONVIOLENCE 
INTERNATIONAL WANTS 
YOU!! We are a non-profit, 
' . ' nonepart1san organ1zat1on 
which educates and trains 
group's in nonviolent 
• 
• 
action. We seek motivatec. 
students to organize !'Peal 
~hap.ters'for training and . 
to support nonviolent 
struggles in the U.S . and 
around tlte world. Contact 
NI, Box 39127, Friendship 
Station, Washingtpn, DC 
20016, phone (202) 244-
0951, or fax (202) 244-
6396. 
To H.U. Students 
The Howard University 
Bicyclists' Society is 
conducting a gro.up ride on 
Sept. 7, 1991. We are 
meeting at the base of the f 
flag pole at 12:30 pm (the 
flag pole in the court 
yard). The ride is free of 
charge, and the distance is 
going to be near 10 miles, 
through Rock Creek Park. 
A great way to meet 
people and stay in shape. 
Bring your helmets . 
DUBS ROOM 
SATURDAY, 
· SEPTEMBER 7TH 
X-AMOUNTA ROCKERS 
TRAILA·LOAD-A-GIRLS 
FREE 10-llPM 
WITH THIS CUTOUT 
funky FRIDAY THE 
13TH 
The Flavor is Back 
FUNKPOWER 
Basement room for student. 
Private entrance. 
Kitbcben and bath. Near 
busllne, Georgia Ave., 
16th & Kennedy. 
$280/ month, utilities 
Included., Security 
deposit, references 
. ' 
required. 
' 
202/723-4963 ~ 
ll JOBS I] 
EARN EXTRA $$$ 
AS A t'!ATURAL NAIL 
CARE CONSULTANT 
CALL TODAY FOR 
INFORMATION & A 
COMPLIMENTARY 
MANICURE! 
301-890-5244 
TRACEY 
PANAMA CITY BEACH 
This Spring Break earn 
free trips and make the 
most money. Sell the best 
location on the beach next 
• to the world's largest 
night clubs. Campus 
reps needed to promote 
Spring Break. Call Jenny at 
1-800-558-3002. 
' 
I PERSONALS I 
My " Type Z" Med Student, 
Because you succeed, I 
h~ve the courage to try. 
Thanks. 
Boo 
TONYA HARDY, 
HAPPY 20TIIBIRDIDAY!! 
WHO ELSE 
THE JB'S PERSONALLY 
WEIL'OMEAIJ, 1lIE NEWLY 
EN'IERINGWOMEN, AND OF 
COURSE, ALL OF LAST 
YEAR'S LUCKY WINNERS. 
WOMEN GET YOUR 
RESUME'S READY! BOYS 
LOCK UP YOUR SISTERS 
COUSINS, MOTIIERS, AND 
GIRLFRIENDS. 
I 
• 
.. 
• 
THE HILLTOP SEPTEMBER 8, 1991 
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r.-----------~---~ 
15°/o Off 
Your entire purchase, 
including sale items. 
Co •333 L---------------~ 
Before you start hitting the books, hit Pierl. We have everything 
you need to tum a dull dorm room or apartment into a class act. 
Like big, fun, futons: colorful rugs, unique lamps, tables and 
chairs. As well as a great variety of other 
affordable decorator furnishings. And right 
now,, we'll take an additional 15o/o off your 
entire purchase, including sale items. just 
bring in the coupon at the left. Then get 
ready for a home economics lesson you can 
really relate to. Only at Pier 1. 
• 
A Plare lb Discover.'" 
Washington, DC: 4477 Connecticut Ave. N.W. Ph. 362-4080 Hya'1svllle: 5609 Baltimore 
Avenue Ph . 779-8354 Marlow Heights: 3925 Branch Avenue Ph. 899-3073 Laurel: 14225 
Baltimore Ave. Ph. 490-4571 \ 
• 
GEORGETOWN 
• 
• 
• 
• 
FRATERNITIES, , SORORITIES, STUDENT CLUBS, 
ORGANIZATIONS, PARTY PROMOTERS, 
AND ALL .OTHER PARTY PEOPLE 
DUPONT CIRCLE 
ADAMS MORGAN 
-
COMING SOON 
DON'T WASTE TIME LOOKING ALL OVER TOWN 
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